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ABSTRACT
Religious Affiliati on, Authoritarianism, and Dogmatism

of College Studen t s

Heber M. Sharp
Utah State Un i versity, 1975
Majo r Professor:
Department :

Dr. James P. Shaver, Directo r

Psy cho logy

Th e purpos e of this st udy was to e xamin e th e relationship of
r e li g ious affiliation to the authoritarianism and open-closed mindedness
of stude nts at two institu t i o ns of hi gher learning, controllin g for
s e x, re ported c hurch att e ndance, state in which the pe r son reported

residenc e as a child, and c ity size of reported ch ildhood residency.
The sample for this study was selected from junior and senior
students at Utah State University (n=l,409) and Weber State College
(n=83 7).

The subjects for whom data were a nalyze d indicated a f fili ati on

wit h the fo l lowin g religious groups:

Agnostic, Ba ptist, Catholic,

Christian, Episcopalian, J ewish, Lutheran, Ch urc h of Jesus Christ of

Lat ter-day Saints, Methodist, Presbyteria n, Protestant, and Other.

Low

and Shaver (1971) had administered to eac h subje c t the California F
Scale a nd the 40-item Dogmatism Scale to obta i n qua ntati ve estimates
of authoritarianism and dogmatism.

Demographic information s uch as

sex, frequency of ch urch attendance, state of childhood residency, and
city size of childhood resid e ncy, was also obtained from each subject .
The Low-Sha ve r data were reanalyzed to make mor e sensiti ve tests of th e
vi ii

relationship of sex, frequency of church attendance, the sta te in

wh ich the person resided as a child, and city size of chi ldhood
residency to stated reli g ious affi li ation and to F and D Scale mean

scores.

Several significant di fferences were obta ined.

The factor of

r e ligion was significant for both th e D and f Scale with the subjects
indicaling affi l iation with the f undamenlal ist re ligions receiving

higher scores than those affiliated wi th l es s fundamental religions.
The effect of sex was significant--males s cor ing higher than females
on both scales .

The religion by sex interaction was si gnificant on

both the D and F Scales, due lar ge ly to the differing direction of
mean differences of subjects ind icati ng Je wish preference.

This

finding was i n terpreted wit h caution due to the small sample drawn

primarily from Utah.

A significant curvilinear relation was obtai ned

be t ween c hurch attenda nce and both the 0 a nd F Scale means, with thos e
indicatin g frequent church attendance recei v ing higher D and F Scale

scores.

The main effect of city size of childhood residency was sig-

nificant on both the D and F Scales

1

with s ubject s com ing from smaller

communities receiving higher mean 0 and F Scale Rcores.

(90 pag es)
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In their widely read book, The Authoritarian Personality (Adorno,
Frankel-Brunswik, Levinson, and Sanford, 1950), Adorno and his coauthors
presented the seminal construct of authoritarianism as a personality

syndrome of the anti-democratic individual.

Research has generally

found relationships to ex ist between religious affiliation and
authorit aria nism.

"Some religious beli efs fit more easily into

authoritarian patterns, and the cognitive structure of authoritarianism

finds particular types of religion more congenial" (Kirscht and Dillehay,
1967, p. 70).
A construct related to authoritarianism is that of dogmatism

(open-closed mindedness) whic h Rokeach defines as:
th e ex tent to which a person's system is open or closed ... is
the extent to which the person can receive, evaluate, and act
on relevant information received from outside on its own
intrinsi c merits, unencumbered by irrelevant factors in the
situation, arising from within the person or from the outside
(1960, p. 57).

There has been relatively little research done with regard to
open-closed mi.ndedness as it relates to religious affiliation .

Many of

the studies that have been r e ported involved a small number of subjects
and usually no more than four reli g ious denominations.

This raises

some serious questions as to the usefulness of such data in predicting
population parameters.

In 1971,

w.

Blair Low and James P. Shaver reported a study to

determine if t e acher education students at Utah State University and
Weber State College were more authoritarian or dogmatic than students

in other fields of study a t thes e two universiti e s .

In addition, the

study was designed to explor e th e relationships of other variables -such as sex and religion--to authoritarianism and open-closed mindedness
in order to better understand the results in r e lation to the major

objectives.
The factorial analysis of covarianc e used in the Low-Shaver study
required that the size of "n'' be two or mor e in each cell.

Therefo r e,

22 religious affiliations used in the collec t i on of data were condensed
into five groups :

Catholi c , Th e Churc h o f Jes us Christ of Latter -day

Saints, Protestant, Others, and Agnosti c - Bl a nk.*

In order to analyze data related to the major questions, the State
of Childhood Residency (i.e., the state the student resided in as a
child) was also collapsed from t e n categori es to three categories,
further reducing the amount of information that could be contributed

by this study .
The problem for this present s tud y i s t hat c ertain questions were
left unanswered because of the focus and co ll a ps ed categories used in

the previous st udy by Low and Shaver.

This study involves an indepth

a nalysis of relig i ous affiliati on, authoritarianism , a nd open-closed
mindedness with the followin g f ac tors as covariates:

sex, church

attendance, state of c hildhood r e sidency, and cit y size of childhood
residency .

*The subje c ts who did not indicate an y reli g ious preference, but
left it bl ank, were placed in category "Blank" .

Review of Literature

The construct of authoritaria nism developed out of research
generated conce rn by the apprehension with fascism.

The American Jewish

Commi tt ee became very concerned about a nti-Semitism, primarily as evi-

denced in Nazi Germany prior to a nd du ring World War II.

This interest

resulted in the initiation of a five-year study to explore some of the
relationships between personality and political and social discrimina-

tion .

The results of this study were reported in The Authoritarian

Personality by Adorno, Frankel-Brunswik, Levinson, and Sanford (1950).
One of the questions that was raised early in their research was
how broad or specific prejudice is.

As the investigation proceeded, it

became c l ear that those who were prejudiced toward Jews were also very

likely to s how hosti le feelings toward other minority groups.

Adorno

and his associates f ir st dev e l op d the Anti-Semitism Sca l e to measure

prejudice against the Jewish people.

Later, the F Scale was developed

to get at potentially anti-Democratic attitudes, or what was called
Fascistic Authoritarianism.

In a critique of the ea rlier work, Rokeach

li sted two objectives used in the development of the F Scale :
It [ the F Scale] was designed to be us ed as an indirect
measure of pre judice without mentioning the names of any
specific minority group; a nd it was designed to measure
underlying personality pre dispositions toward a Fascistic

outlook on life . . . (Rokeach, 1960, p. 12).
The Validity of the F Scale
Christie and Cook (1958) listed 230 titles through 1956 in their
review of research related to The Authoritarian Personality.

concluded:

They

4

Although there are serious problems in evaluating th e research,
the over-all picture shows co nsistenc y of findings i n many of

the most intensively studied a r eas . The E (Ethnocentrism) and
F Scales are found to be significantly cor r elated in a wide array
of sampl es and predictions of relationships with attitudinal
measures are mo s t invariabl y confirmed (Chris tie and Cook, p. 189 ).
At l ater dates , reviews by Brown (1965, p . 524 , Sha ver and Rich a rd s (1968), and Warr, Lee, an d Jores ko g (196 9 ) al s o concluded that
there was va li dati ng e v idenc e for t he F Sca le .
One of the questio ns rega rdin g va li dit y t hat re search ers ( e.g.,

Shil, 1956; Chris tie and Ja hoda , 1954; Barker, 1963; Rokeach, 19 60;
Pl ant, 1965; Hanson, 1968 ; Sha ver and Richards, 1968 ) ha ve r ai s ed is,
" Does the F Sca l e diffe r e n tiate subjects varyi ng fr om the political
l eft to the political ri ght in be li efs? "

Ro keach indicated t hat high

F scorers a r e gene rally more et hn oce ntric, anti - Sem itic, and poli tica lly
c ons ervative.

If we

11

try to ge ne ralize f rom such fi ndi ngs, then it

becomes emba r rassing to point to persons wh o seem to be authoritarian
and intol e rant but are not fascistic or anti- Semiti c, o r polit ica ll y
conservative " (Rokeach , 1960, p. LJ ).

Concerned about these c ri tici sms

of the validity of the F Sca l e, Ro keach deve l oped the D (Dogmatism)
Scale.
Dogmatism:

The Open and Cl osed Mind

After the publ i cation of The Authoritarian Per sonality, Rokeach
a nd oth ers ar gued that t he F Sca l e tapped only ri ght wing authori t arian ism.

I n d is cussi ng th e need to Look at the authoritarianism f rom a

broader point of v iew, Rokeach said:
wha t is need ed is, therefore, a de lib e rat e turning away f r om
a conce rn with the one or two kinds of authoritarianism that
may happen to be predominant at a given time . Instead we
shoul d pursue a more theoretical, a h istorical ana l ysis of
the propertie s held in common by all fo rms of authoritarianism

r ega rdless of spe c i fic ide alog ical, theolog i ca l, philosophical,

or scientific con tent. We would then be in a position to apply
more powerfully the fruits of such analysis to any specific
authoritarianism we might happen to be interested in now or in
the futur e (Rokeach, 1960, p. 14).

The dogmatism scale (D Scale) was developed by Rokeach as a measure of
general authoritarianism not sensitive only to right - wing a uthorit ar ians .

In developing a theoreti cal system for his scale, he hypothesized
"three highly related sets of variables:

(1) c losed cog nitiv e systems,

(2) authoritarianism, and (3) intolerance" (Rokeac h, 1954, p. 194) .
Rokeach views all cognitive systems as having three major organiza-

tional dimensions:

a belief-disbelief dimension, a central -peripheral

dimension, and a time perspective dimension .

The belief dimension of cognitive syst ems represents all beliefs,
expectancies, sets, or hypotheses (c onscious or unconscious) that a
person to some degree accepts.

The disbelief dimens ion con t ains a ll

expectations, beliefs , or hypoth eses (conscious or unconscious) th a t a

person rejects (to some degree) (Rokeach, 1960, p . 33).
The central -periphera l dimension of cognitive systems is conceived
as three regions:
pp. 39-51).

central, intermediate, and peripheral (Rokeach, 1960,

Th e centra l beliefs are a person's

11

primitive 11 or basic

beliefs abou t the physical world, social world , and his "self".

The

intermediate region contains belie fs co ncerning the nature of authority

as well as different theories as to how to emp l oy authority .

The

peripheral region is made up o( all non-primitive beliefs and disbeli efs
arising from positive or negative authority whether co nsciously or
unconscious l y perceived.
The communication between these three regions of c ognitive systems
may or may not take place in varying degrees.

6

According to Rokeach (1954, p. 195), dogmatism involves:

(1)

relatively closed cognitive systems of beliefs and disbeliefs about
reality, (2) which are organized around a core set of beliefs about
abso lut e authority (authorit arian ism) and which (3) provide a "framework for patterns of intol erance and quali f ied tolera nce toward others".

Validity of the D Scale
Rokeach (1960) theorized that dogmatism is a curvilinear phenomenon,
that is, individuals at both ends of the political distribution are more
dogmatic than those in the center of the distribution .

Thus, if the 0

Scale was a more sensitive measure of general authoritarianism than was
the F Scale, it was necessary to demonstrate that the D Sca l e "pick s up"

thos e individuals of both the politic al right and political l eft rather
than just those of the political right which the F Scale "pi cks up".
To support his hypothetical construct , Rokeach (1960, pp. 114-116)
presented evidence that the Conse rvativ e party (political right) and
Communist party (political left) members in England were most dogmatic
while members of less extreme parties were less dogmatic.

Rok eac h

(1960, pp . 110-111) also presented data concerning the relationships
between dogmatism and religion using a sample of co llege students.

The

sample was made up of undergraduate students from Mich i gan State University, usln g three religious categories, and Catholics were found to be

more dogmatic than Protestants and non-believers.

Plant (1960), using 2,350 college students, substantiated Rokeach's
contention that the dogmatism scale was a more sensitive measure of
general authoritaria nism than the F Scale.

He found that indi v iduals

at both ends of the political continuum obtained higher D Scale scores
than those in the midd l e.

The correlations between the D and F Scales have been relatively
hi gh, r ang ing from .54 to .82 (Rokeach, 1956, 1960; Rokeach and
Fruchter , 1956; Fruchter, Rokeach, a nd Novak, 1958; Pettigrew, 1958)
leadlng to the criticism that the scales measure the same trait.

However , Rokea ch (1960, p. 121) maintained that if one scale measures
the general form of authoritarianism and another scale a particular
form of authoritarian ism, then sizeable positive correlations between

the two scales shou ld be expected.
Fa cto r analy tical studies support the distinctiveness of the D and
F Sca l es .

Warr, Lee, and Joreskog (1969); Vacchiano, Schiffman, Strauss

(1967); Vacchiano, Strauss, and Schiffman (196 8); and Kerlinger and
Rokeach (1966) have concluded that the F and D Scales wer e factorially
discriminable even though both are measures of authoritarianism.

Relationship of the D and F Scales to Religion
Milton Rokeach (196 5) has said:
In my own research I have found that, on the average, those

who identify themselv e s as belonging to a religious organization express more intolerance toward racial a nd ethnic groups
{other than their own) than do non-believers or even Communists.

Many studies have dealt with the relationship between religion and
dogmatism.

In several studies (Rokeach, 1960; Lehmann, 1962b; Koepp,

196 3; LoSciuto and Hartley, 1963; Levinson and Schermerhorn, 1951;
DiRenzo, 1967), Catholic groups have ranked higher in being stereotypic
and dogmatic than Protestants or Jews.

Hill (1960), using college

students from Australia, also reported that entering Catholic freshmen
tended to be more authoritarian than non-Catholic freshmen.

However,

Kilpatrick, Sutker, and Sutker (1970) reported that non-believers and
Catholics were less dogmati c than Jews and Protestants.

8
Shaver and Richards (1968), based on a "nationwide"* sample of
1,378 teacher education students indicating 17 different religious
affiliations, concluded that subjects who belonged to fundamentalist
faiths were more authoritarian and dogmatic .

On F Sca l e means, Mormons

and Baptists (those having the most fundamentalist of beliefs) r a nked
first and second, respe ctively, with Catholics, eighth, and Jews,
fourteenth.

On the D Scale, Mormons, Baptists, Catholics, and Jews

ranked second, fourth, twelfth, and seventh , respectively.

Several other s tu dies (Allport and Kramer, 1946, Adorno, et al.,
1950; Gough, 1951 ; Kirkpatrick, 1949; Rhodes, 1956, 1960; Stember, 1961;
Feather, 1967) have supported the conclusion that c losed mindedness is
positively related to the degree of religious fundamentalism.
Church Attendance
Another factor that has received co nsiderable attention in some
studies of authoritar ianism and religious affi li at ion has been the
relationship of church attendance to F and D Scale scores .

Gordon Al lp or t in a paper read at the Crane Theological School
(Rokeach, 1965, p. 9) said:

"On the average, church goers a nd professedly

religious people have considerably more prejud ices than do non- church
goers and non-believers."

Rokeach has suggested, however, that the

co nc lusi o ns that non-b elievers are ge nerally l ess prejudiced than
believers does not mean that they are more tolerant in every respect.

He said :

''Non-believers often betray a bigotry and intellectual arrogance

of another kind- - intolerance towards those who disagree with them. 11

*shaver and Richards 1 (1968) "nationwide sample" consisted of samples
taken at various institutions of higher learning by colleagues who were
contacted and were willing to give the needed assistance in gathering
data at their institutions .
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Studies by Jones and Baier (1953), Stoffer (1955), Nalde r and
Morrow (1959), Harvey, Prather, White, and Hoffmeiste r (1968), Meredith
(1968), and Rokeach (1970) reported a positive significant r e l ationship
between chur ch at tendance and authoritar i anism .

Jones (1958), usin g

naval av i ation cadets as subjecLs, corre l ated th ei r F score s with "ch urc h
affiliatio n" and
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c hur ch attendance " a nd obtained relationships significant

beyond th e . 001 level.

Jones concluded th at " all in a ll, religious

associations would seem to be at the very least a pr om inen t feat ur e in

the background of authoritarian cadets " (p. 86) .

DiRe nz o (1967) fo u nd

that church goers were general l y more dogmati c than non - c hur ch goers .

However, a nonsignificant trend suggested that individ uals havi ng an
ex tr e me ly high rate of c hu rch attenda nce mi gh t be l ess dogmatic than

those attending less infr eque ntly.
Severa l studies (St rueni ng , 1963; Fri ed rich s , 1959; Tumin, 1958;
Pettigrew, 1959; Pinkney, 1961) have fo un d that those wh o attend c hur c h
very frequently are less prejudiced than infrequent attende r s and may
be l ess prejudiced even than non-attenders .

This suggests that a

c ur vi lin ear relationship may exist between degree of prejudice and

freq ue nc y of c hurch attendance .

Allport a nd Ross (1967) said this " tre nd

holds rega rdl ess of religion, denom ina ti on , o r targ et of prejudice
( although the c a s e seems l ess c l ea r to a nti- Semitism than for prejudi ce

a ga inst othe r e thni c groups) ."
"th e relationships between

Low and Shaver (1 97 l, p. 112) found that

(rcq u en~y

o f c hur c h attendance and mean sco r es

on the D and F Scales were curvi linear".

Th e findings on the relat i onships between s ex and the D and F
Scales ha ve been inconsiste nt because sex ha s been confounded with other
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variables.

For examp le, Frymier (1959) reported that high school

girls, regardless of locale, were more authoritarian than boys.
However , the gi rls in this sample attended church much more often than

did the boys.
Some studies (Rokeach, 1960 ; Anderson , 19 62 ; Lehmann, 1962a;
Kilpatrick, et ~ 1., 1970) have reported significant differences .

For

example, Plant (1965), Plant, Telford, and Thomas (1965), Lehma nn
(1962a, 1962b), Alter and White (1966), have found that mal es were
significantly more stereotypic and dogmatic than fema l es.

Vacchiano,

Stra us s, and Hochman (1 969) suggested that diffe rences in dogmatism
between sexes might be due to different cultural ro les imposed on each
sex .

Geographical Residenc y

Allen (1 955) , wi th a sample of Mormon subjects from Brigham Young
University , found that his subjects scored significantly higher on the
F Scale than did four other co l lege samples from d iffer ent parts of the
country .

Alter and White (1966) selected a Uni versi t y of Utah sa mpl e of

2 ,000 freshmen students and reported a mean s core for the predominantly
Mormon sample of 151.95 for males a nd 147 . 08 for females.

Their sample

in c lu de d 37 religious group s f r om vario us parts of the United States ,
a nd th e Mo rmon sa mpl e f rom Utah ranked 14th from the low.

Alt e r and

White stntcd that subcu ltu ra l differe nces do e xi s t and s ugges ted that

ge og ra phi ca l norms can be establis hed for the D Sca le to improv e the
interpretation of data.

Low and Shaver (1 97 1) reviewed several studies (see Tables l and
2) from different parts of the United States il l ustrating the va riability
of the means and stan dard deviations re ported for F and D Sca l es exis ti ng

Table l
Summary of F Sca l e Means and Standard Deviations
From Previous Studie s of College Subjects

Auth ors

University

Item

X

Standard

Class

N

58

3 . 51

.92

386
114

3 . 30
4 .10

.77

Deviation

Adorno , et. a l. (1950)

U. of Oregon and
U. of Ca li fornia

Fr .- Soph.

Christie & Garcia (1951)

U. of Ca li fornia
Southwest Ci ty U.

Fr.

Stott (1954)

U. of Utah

Fr.

450

4.07

. 79

Kelman & Barclay (1963)

Maryland Negro College

Fr.

282

4.54

.84

Kerlinger & Rokeach (1966)

Michigan State U.

1239

3.49
3.57
3 . 66
3 . 56

.63

3.46
3.32
2 .99
2 .98
2 . 86
2 . 83
2.81

*

Louisiana State U.

New Yor k U.
New York U.
Shave r & Richards (1968)

Ge ~

Ed .

Utah State U.
Boston U.
U. of Michi ga n
Ohio State
U. of California
U. of Washing ton
Peace Corps
Har va rc!

Standard devia ti ons r e po rt e d for total test scores .

Taken from Low a nd Shaver (1971).

Jr .- Sr.
Jr .- Sr .
Grad.
Jr. - Sr.
J r.-Sr.
Grad .
Grad .
Grad .

390
122
85
317
66
34
57
108

2. 4 7

.83

. 69

. 79
. 70

Tab l e 2
Sum'Tiary of D Scale Means and Standard Deviations
From Previous Studies of Col le ge Subjects

Au thors

University

Alt er & \~hite (1966)

u.

Pl ant (1962)

Rokeach (1960' p . 90)
Rosenfeld (1969)
Shaver & Richards (1968' P· 65)

of Utah

Telford & Plant (1963)

Taken from Low a nd Shaver (1971)

Sex

M- F
M- F
M-F
M- F
M-F
M- F
M-F
M-F
M
M
F
F

448
734
340
458

162.37
168 . 18
153.79
162.02

26.91
27.43
25.80
31.23

Fr.

M

Michigan St ate

Fr.

u.

Fr .

Smal l Church Rela ted
Co ll ege
Junior College
(C a lifornia)

Jr .- Sr.
Jr . - Sr.
Jr. - Sr.
Jr. - Sr.
Jr .- Sr.
Grad .
Grad .
Grad .
Grad.
Volun-

Oe \l ia t ion

21.34
22.83
24.52
22 .5 2
25.36
26.36
21.62
25.47
23 .3
20.5
23 . 18
23.44
23 . 86
22.77
21.04
24 . 16
23.55
22.22
23 . 69

San Jose State

Ohio State
E. Carolina College
Utah State U.
Boston U.
Oklahoma U.
Ohio State
u. California
u. of Michigan
u. of Washington
Peace Corps

Mean

151.95
14 7. 08
155.86
171.00
168.19
154 . 57
166.00
163.56
142.60
144 . 6
146. 71
142.63
142 .04
140.62
133 . 88
133.87
131.58
129.44
126.50
141. 63

M
F

of So. California

Standard
N

1000
1000
778
335
1436
1090
287
1310
21
60
390
122
118
317
66
85
34
57
108
592

Fr.

Ha rvard

Smith (1968)

Class

F
M
F
M
F
M- F
M-F
M- F
~l -F

teers

Fr.
Fr.
Fr .
Fr .

------ - ,...
N
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between these studies .

For many of thes e studies the sampling technique

was not reported , suggesting th a t differences in the means could be due

to sampling biases.

The samples used in these studies had different

characteristics -- e.g. , religious affi li ation or year in schoo l--maki ng

it difficult to interpret these fi ndings in terms of meaningful subcultural variations.

Hoge a nd Carroll (1973) tested four th eo ries purp orti ng to expla in
patterns of pr ej udice using matched samples of Presbyterian a nd Methodist
church members in the North and South .
used wer e:

The three measures of prejudice

a n Anti -Semit ism Index, a Racial Prejudice Scale, and a

Me ntal Illn ess Index .

They found that the prejudice measures were

unrelated to sex, denomination, time spent in chur ch affairs, and se l f es timat ed commitment to the church.

There was a c urv ilinear re l atio nship

be twee n c hur ch atte ndanc e a nd prejudice, but the pattern was e rrat ic,

espec i ally in the Sou th.

They found no significant differences in

r e sponses of church members in the North from members in the So uth.

However, We bster (1967) found that northern Protest a nt groupings were
more dogmatic than southern Protestant groupi ngs in the Un ited States.

Summa ry
The construction of the F and D Sca l es was br i ef ly reviewed,

i ncl ud ing evi de nce for t heir validity.

A major cri ticism of t he D

Scale , which meas ur es general authoritar i anism,

is that it was deve l oped

from the F Scale, wh i ch purport ed to meas ure autho ritar ianism from

primarily the political right.

Studies using factor analytic methods

indicate that th ese two scales are measuri ng statistica ll y d i scriminab l e
traits.
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In r eview ing the numerous studies, it be comes r ead ily apparent that
ma ny researchers have failed to con trol or inv es ti gate the effects of
intervening variables such as :

se x, age , religious affiliation, church

atte ndan ce , state of r es id e ncy , or size of ci ty which subjects grew up
i n.

Conc e rn for these variables he lped shape the study done by Low and

Shaver (197l).
Th e major thrust of the Low and Shaver study (1971) was "to determin e
if t eacher education students at two institutions of higher ed ucation
were more autho r itarian or dogmatic than studen ts in othe r fields of
study ".

In ad d itio n, th ey br i efly exp lored the relationships of other

varia bl es (i. e ., sex, religion, chu rch attendance, state of ch ildhood
r es idency, ci ty size of childhood r e sidency) to open - closed mindedness
in order to better und erstand the resu lts of their major objective.
Th e pres e nt st udy us es much of th e data co ll ected by Low and Shaver
in 1969.

However , the main objective of thi s s tudy was to examine the

r e la t i onsh ips of religio us affi liation to th e a uthoritarianism and openc l osed mindedness of students at Lwo in s titution s of higher l ea rning,
control lin g for sex , church attendance, state of c hildhood resid ency ,
a nd city s iz e of c hildhood residency .

No co ntr o ls for age were used

since all s ub j ects we re drawn from th e junior and se nior classes and thus,
r e present only a smal l age spa n.
The sta tisti ca l ana ly sis us e d by Low and Shav e r r eg rouped data by
co nden s in g

th~

22 religiou s affi l iations used in the co lle ct ion of data

i n to five grou ps .

The ca t ego ries of Cath oli c a nd the Church of Jesus

ChrisL of La tt e r-d ay Sai n ts we r e kept as separat e grou ps.

The "Protestant "

g r oup was obtained by pooling (our re li gio ns with considerable doctrinal
diffe r ences :

Baptis t s , Luth e ran s , Methodists, and Presby terians.

The
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c ategory

11

0thers has the same type of shortcoming resultin g from

pooling a va ri ety of reli gio us categories together.

Sixteen different

religious affiliations wer e pooled- - e . g ., Jews, Bud dhis ts, Uni t arians,
Mos l ems, etc.
Blank".

The fifth category fo r reli g ion was cal l ed

Agnostic-

This g roup was obtained by poo l ing subject s who chec ked

"Agnostic 11 , wr ote in
blank.

11

11

none 11 , or left the i tem of re l igious aff ili ation

The use of these three pooled categories --"Pr otestant", " Other",

"A gnostic-Blank" -- greatly reduced the contribution that their study
could make to the knowled ge about authoritarianism and open - closed
mindedness and their relationship to re li gio us fundamenta lism because
of th e mixture of re l igions in each category.
The subjects in the Low-Shaver study were also asked to indicate
the state resided in during chi ldh ood and these states were co ll apsed
into three categories fo r a nalysis !
States .

Utah, Surrou ndin g States, and Other

This also great l y reduced the amount of information contributed

because of loss of information about geog raphical differenc es.
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CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

Purpose o[ Lh e Study

c:cnerally, researchers l1ave found that those belonging to
fundam e ntalist religious groups score higher on authoritarianism and
d ogmatism s c ales than do those who belong to less fundamentalist
r e li g ious g roups.

Although church attendance in re lationship to

authoritarianism and open-closed mindedness has received some attention
in re c ent years, no clearcut relationships have been established .
Th e main purpose of this study was to examine the rela tio nship
of religious affil iation to the autl1oritarianism and o pen - closed
mindedncss of student s at two instit utions of higher learn ing,
controlling for sex, reported church attendance,

the state in whi ch

Lh e pe rson resided as a chi ld (hereafter referred to as state of
childhood residency), and city size of reported childhood residen cy.

Objectives
[n order to accomplish the above purpose, the following objectives
were sel forlh:
(1) To delermine if there are sign ificant diffe ren ces among the

me an F Sc ale nnd do gmatism scale st:ore s o( students indicatin g
a[filialion wilh various religious denominations.
( 2 ) To delcrmine if there are significant differences between lhe

mean P Scale and

dob~at ism

scale scores of students clas si fied by sex.

(J) To deLermine if there are significant differences amon g the
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mean F Sca l e and dogmatism scale sco r es of students classified by fo ur
levels of chu rch attendance .

(4) To determine if th e re are sign i ficant differences amo ng the
mean F Scale and dogmat ism scale scores of students c lass ified by f ive
levels of state of ch ildhood residency .
( 5) To determine if there are significant differences among the
mean F Scale and dogmatism scale scores of students classi f ied by four

le vels of ci ty size of c hil dhood residency.
(6) To determine i f there ar e significant interaction effec ts o n
D or F Scal e scores for the followin g pairs of variables:
a.

Sex and reli g i ous aff il ia tion

b.

Re li g ious affiliati on and f requenc y of church attendance .

c.

Re li gious affilia tion and state of childhood residency.

d.

Reli g ious a ffil i at Lon and city size of childhood residency.

Popu l ation a nd Sam ple
The study by Low and Shaver (19 71) involved an in t ensi ve investi gation across the academi c f i e lds of two institutions of h igher education:

Utah State Unive rsit y and Weber State Co ll ege .

The populati on for the

st udy was limlted to junior a nd senior students bec ause:

(1) It was

assumed Lhat by th is time students would be f airl y committed
.1nd,

to a ca re e r,

( 2 ) resc .1rch ind ica tes that the authoritarianism and do gmatism

stores o( sludents decrease mo st sharply during the first t wo years of
co ll e~e

and then stab iliz e the l ast two years.

In order to have a sampl e of sufficient size to make breakdowns
for analyses, it was de c id ed to Le st at l east 2 5% of the j uniors and
seniors i n each de partment a t both in stitut ions.

Because of t he

difficu l ty o[ arra ng ing for th e test in g of ra ndom samples,

i l was
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mean F Scale and dogmatism scale scores of students classified by fo ur
levels of church attendance.
(4) To determine if there are significant differences among the

mean F Scale and dogmatism scale scores of students classified by five
l evels of state of childhood residency.
(5) To determine if there are significant differences among th e

mean F Scale and dogmatism scale scores of students classified by four
le vels o( city size of childhood residency.
(6) To determine if Lhere are significant interaction effects on

D or F Scale scores for the following pairs of var iables:
a.

Sex and reli giou s affiliation

b.

Religious affiliation and frequency of church attendance.

c.

Religious a ff iliation and state of chi ldhood residency.

d.

Reli gious affiliation and city size of chi ldhood residency.

Population and Sample
The study by Low and Shaver (1971) involved an intensi ve investigalion across the academic fields of two institutions of hi gher education :

Utah State Universily and Weber State College.

The population for the

study was limited to junior and senior students because:

(l) It was

assumed that by this time students would be fairly committed

to a career ,

and, (2) research indicates that the authoritarianism and dogmatism
sc o res of stude n ts decrcQSC most shorply during the first two years of

college and then stab ilize the l ast t wo years .
In order to have a sample of sufficient size to make breakdowns

for analyses, it was decided to test at least 25% of the juniors and
seniors in each department at both institutions.

Because of the

diffi culty of arranging for the testing of random samp l es, it was
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JLtms fr om t,oth t he F and 0 Sca les wer e printed in one ins t rument
usinN Lhc instructions and form estah lished by Rokeach (1960, p. 72 ).
The ilems of the two scales are s imilar e nou g h so th e y c annot be

distinguished o ne f rom anot he r without using a key.
The fol l owin g descriplion of tes t administration is taken f r om Low
and Sha ve r (1971, pp . 64-65):
Instructions . The Opinion Questionnaire (Appendix B) w~s
ministe r e ~~~ g rad uate ass istants . All the testing was
co ntlucted on the Weber Statr• campu s by one indi vidual, with Lhe
other tltree ass istants working al USU .
In ad dition to the instructions on the Data Answe r She et
(App end ix B) and the Opini on Questionnaire, the graduate assistants we r e instructed to mak e the fol lowin g statements:

1.

Your professor has provided thirt y minutes of c lass time
for you to assist i11 a research pr oject. Students at
Wehe r St ate Co lle ge and Utah State Unive rsit y are partici pating in a r esearc h pr oject.
In addition to your
response on the Opinion Questionnaire wh ich contains
its own writ ten instructio ns, may I ca ll your attention
Lo the example o n Lhe first page of your booklet . Your
response on th e r e li g io us item, as well as any other
items, is optional. There is, howe ver, no attempt
heing made t o idenLi[y you personal l y . Please do not
put your name on the answer sheet.

2.

A compu te r will be used to score you r data and answe r
sheet .

3.

Your own pers ona l opinion is what we are interested in
obtaining .

4.

JSeca us e of the time limit we do nol want you to take
too much time on eac h question. Your personal o p inion
is t he best answer.

5.

Is there anyon e wh o has not received a booklet, answe r
st1eet, or a number two markin g pen c il?

6.

Ar e the re any qu esllona?
questi o nnaire.

You may proceed with the

Any additional ins t ru c tions and points of conce rn for the
test administrato rs are incl t1 d e d in Appendix A.
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The F and D Sca l es we r e marked and scored similarly.

The subjects

marked eac h item in terms of the exte nt to which t hey agreed or
disa gree d with it (not e :

no middle or ne utral op tion was provided):

+l agree a little
+2 - I agree on the whol e
+3 - I ag r ee very mu ch

-l - I disag r ee a little
-2 - I d isagree on the whol e
-3 - I disagr ee ve ry much

This Likert method of scale co nstr uction was used by Rokeach.

He

assumed that six possible respons es gave subjects the be st cha nce to
record clearly fe lt diffe r ences i n strength of agreement or disa g r eeme nt .
Respo nses were converted f or scoring purposes, to a 1-to-7 sca l e

by adding a co ns ta nt of 4 t o each item scored to eliminate ne ga tive
numbers .

If any item on th e res ponse sheet was left blank, it was

co nsider ed a ne utral r e spons e a nd a va lue of fo ur was assigned to it .

Th e total test score for each meas ure (F and D) was the sum or scores
obtained on all its i t ems.

The minimum and max imum scores for the F a nd

D Sca l es are 28 -19 6 and 40-280, r es pect i ve l y.
Statistica l Analysis
The major conce rn of this s tudy was to compa re students of diffe rin g relig i ous affi liations on th e D a nd F Sca l es.

Also of in terest

we r e th e ef f ects of and interacti ons between re li g ion and four va riab l es :
sex, fr eq ue nc y of c hurch attendance, sta t e of childhood r es id e ncy , a nd
city size of c hildhood res id ency.

In case s tude nt s ' s co res on the 0

and F Scales we re not indepe ndent of th e four va riables ment ioned above,
th e two-way ana lysis of cova ri ance was used.

Religion was one fac tor,

and one of the four variab l es (i. e ., sex, frequency of church attendance,

state of childhood r es idenc y, a nd city size of childhood residency ) was
the seco nd fac t or .

The three r emainin g va riab l es , not used as factors ,
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were used as co varia tes in the a na l ys i s of covaria nce.

Thus, eight

two-way ana lyses of covariance were done, fou r using D Sca le scores
and four using F Scale scor es.
Discrete variab l e s such as sex and stat e of childhood residency
do not meet the requirements for covari ates i n the usual analysis of
covari a nce model (Hay s, 1963; Winer, 1962).

However, Hurst (1970)

developed a model of a nalysis of covariance, using the least squares
technique, in whi ch discrete var i a bl es can be utilized as covariates.
Also, th e general l eas t squares (GLS) solution a llows ad justment for
unequal cel l f r equencies , so that the measures used in the anal yses
were a djusted for differences in ce ll frequencies as well as differences
in the cova riates.
A comme nt is in order o n the interpretation of stat istica l
in teractions.

A sig ni f icant interaction indicate s that the cell means

do not fit the pat t er n one would ex pect looking at marginal means.

One

way to l ook at an interac tion, t he n, is by examining t he ex t e nt to
which differences be tween cel l means do not refl ec t differences between
margi nal means .

Hurst (1970) has suggested a meth od for sett i ng the

sums of the marginal mea ns a t zero and adjusting the cell means to
reflect the adj usted marginal means.

The following example (using

cell means adjusted for differen c es in cell f requenc i es ) illustrates
Hurs t 's method. Figure 1 contains the mea ns for a fi c ti onal set of data:
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Factor B

al

x

a2

X

10

x

2

6

4

X

= 4

4

FacLor A

=

3

xb
Figure 1 :

Grand

x=

5

Fictional date fo r two-way ana lysis of cova ria ne e

The significa nt interaction i n Figure l i s expressed in Fi gur e 2 in
t erms of cell mea ns adjust e d from setting the sums of the mar g ina l

means (and, th erefo re, the grand mean) a t zero .

Factor B
Adj

10- 5-1-2- 2

x=

x=

(7- 5=2)
Figure 2:

2-5- 1-(- 2)= -2

x=

2

4-5-(-1) -2= 2

x Diff

-2

1 (6 - 5

1)

4-5-(-1)- (-2)=2

x=

-2

2

2

-2 (3- 5= - 2)

-l('•-5

-l)

Grand li = 0

Signif ican t int e ractions e xpressed in adj usted cel l
means
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The cel l means in Figure 2 were computed as follows:

First, th e

sums of the marginal means were set at zero by subtracting the grand

mean (5) from each of the marginal means (i.e., a
4-5

1

= 6-5 = 1,

a2

= - 1, b1 = 7- 5 = 2, and b = 3-5 = -2) resulting in adjusted
2

marginal means .

Then the adjusted mean difference in cel l a 1 b was
1

computed by subtracting the gra nd mean and the respective adjusted
ma r g inal means (i . e. , a
10 - 5 - 1 - 2

1

and bl) from the mean of cell a 1 b 1 , or

= 2.

To compute the original cel l mean a b from the adjusted mean
1 1
difference in Figure 2, the adjust ed ce ll mean of a b (2) is ad ded to
1 1
th e adjusted mean of Factor b 1 (2), plus the g r a nd mean (5) for a total
of 10--which agrees with the cell mean of a b in Figure 1 .
1 1
The adj usted mean differences are used in two ways in this study:
(1) to make compa risons between adj us ted ce ll means and zero usin g
F-tests ( eac h adjusted cel l mean would theoretically be zero if there
we re no interaction effects), and ( 2) to indicate the effect of a
specified factor (i . e . , religion, sex, church attendance, state of

childhood residency, city size of childhood residency, or reli g io n by
s ex int erac tion) in actual points on the D or F Scale.

For examp l e, if

we could conc lud e in Figure 1 that the adjusted cel l mean of a b was
1 1
significantly diffe r e nt from zero, we would say that the mean for a

1

and b 1 combined is two po int s (see Figure 2) above the mean for the
total group on this particular dependent variab l e.
Two methods of comparing means using F- ratios were used as part
of the analyses of covariance:

(1) compari sons were made between

adj usted ce ll means and zero, and (2) between cel l means and th e grand
mea n .

Since these methods of comparing means are not common in the
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literature and, thus, not comparable with other studies, it was also

decided to compare pairs of main effect means using a modified F-test
developed by Scheffe (Fe r guson, 1971, pp . 269-271) for posteriori
comparisons.
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CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
Severa l null hypotheses were generated for tests of the relationships
of religion, sex, church atte nd ance, state of childhood residency, and

city size of childhood residency to authoritarianism and dogmatism:
(1)

a.

There is no significant diffe rence between the mean D Sca le
scores of students with different re li gious affiliations.

b.

There is no significant difference between the mean F Scale
scores of students with different religious affiliations.

(2)

a.

There is no signiticant difference between the mean D Scale
scores of subjects classified by sex.

b.

There is no significant difference between the mean F Scale

a.

There is no significant difference between the mean D Sca le

scores of subj ects classified by sex.
(3)

scores of subj ects classified by fou r levels of church
attendance .

b.

There is no significant difference between the mean F Scale
scores of subjects c lassifi ed by four l eve ls of c hurch
attendance .

(4)

a.

There is no significant difference between the mea n D Sca l e
scores of subjects classified by five levels of state of
childhood residency.

b.

There is no significant difference between the mean F Scale
scores of sub jects classifed by fi ve levels of state of
childhoo d r esidency .
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(5)

a.

There is no significant difference between the mean D
Scale scores of subjects classified by four levels of
city size of childhood residency.

b.

There is no significant difference between the mean F
Scale scores of subjects classified by four levels of
city size of chil dhood resi dency .

( 6)

a.

The interaction effect of religion and sex on D Sca l e
scores is not significant.

b.

The interaction effect of religion and sex on F Scale
scores is not significant.

(7)

a.

The interaction effect of religion and frequency of
church at t endance on D Sca l e scores is not significant.

b.

The interaction ef feet of religion and frequency of
c hurch a tt e ndanc e on F Sca l e scores is not significant.

(8)

a.

The interaction effect of religion a nd st a te of childho od
residence on D Scale scores is not signifi cant.

b.

The inte raction effect of religion and state of childhood
residence on F Scale scores is not significant.

(9)

a.

The interaction effect of religion and city size of
childhood residency on D Sca l e scores is not significant.

b.

The interaction effect of religion a nd city size of
childhood resid e ncy on F Sca l e scores is not significant.

Statistics
Eight, two-way ana l yses of covariance were employe d to test these
hypoth eses .

Fou r, two - way ana l yses of covariance we r e done using D Scale

scores, and fou r ana l yses of covariance were done using F Scale scor es.
Religion was one fac t or in al l eight analyses of covariance wi th one
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of the four variables {i.e . , sex, frequency of church attendance, state

of childhood residency, and city size of childhood residency) as the
second factor and the other three va riables as covariates .

All subjects

sampl ed at both insti t utions by Low and Shaver (1971) were included in
the analyses e xcept those who :

(1) did not include sufficient demo gr a phic

information ( e.g . , re li gion, sex, church atte ndanc e ), or ( 2) fi ll ed
out th e answer sheet in such a manner that the 1230 I BM Scanner scored
mor e tha n on e response per column on IBM cards, thus creating invalid

punc he s .

It should be noted that this study included some subjects that

Low and Shaver (1971) had to exclude due to insufficient information
related to their major purpose (e. g . , major, teacher certification ).
Regrouping of Data
The two-way analyses of covaria nce required that the "n" for each

cell be at l east two in order that the intra - cell variabi lit y cou ld be
computed as the basis for an interaction mean square .

To insur e sufficient

data in e ach cell , four two-way tables were set up to determine the size
of ''n" for each cell and the size of "n 11 , mean, and standard deviation

for each row and column .

Each of these two-way tables had religion as

one factor and one of the fo ll owing as a factor:

sex, l eve ls of church

atte nd anc e , s t ate of childhood residency, and city size of child hood
residency.

Several r e li gious groups were of insuff i cient size to pr ovide the

minimum of two subjects per cell for the two-way tables .

It was decided

to drop severa l re l igious grou ps rather than combi ne them with each
other .

The loss of information seemed a bet t e r alte r native than possibl e

misinformalion resulting from mixing variate groups .

The e l even reli g ious
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affiliations that were drop ped from the study were:

Buddh i st (n=8),

Christian Scientist (n=S), Church of Christ (n=4), Congregational (n=8),
First Christ (n=4), Jenovah Witness (n=7), Moslem (n=4), Nazarene (n=4),
Seventh-day Adventist (n=S), Unitarian (n=J), and United Christ (n=4).
The religions kept for re-analysis were:

Agnost i c (n=73), Baptist

(n=39), Catholic (n=llO), Christian (n=l4), Episcopa lian (n=l9),
Jewish (n=9), Lutheran (n=43), Church of Jesus Christ of Latter - day
Saints (n=l,222), Methodist (n=53), Presbyterian (n=Sl), Protestant
(n=26), and Other (n=26).
Subjects who would not find their religious affi liations in the
fol l owing categories on the original data sheet frequently respon ded
by checking the catego ry "Other" .

This category does not include the

e l even religious categories mentioned below that were dropped due to
insufficient sample size.

The four re 1 igious categories:

Jewish ,

Lutheran, Presbyterian, and Protestant, were used in some of the
analyses of covariance, but were dropped in others due to insufficient
cell "n's" in some two - way tables.

Subjects in the Low and Shaver study were asked to indicate their

frequency of church attendance by checking one of six le vels of church
atte nd ance ranging f rom "At least o nc e a week" to "Neve r••.

3 for a complet e listing of the choices .)
"at least once every 6 months
once a year

11

11

,

(See Tabl e

For analyses, those responding

"at least once a yea r", and "less than

we r e regrouped into one level because in the two-way table,

levels of church attendance by religion left some cells with an "n" of
less than two .

Partial justification fo r this move was found in

preliminary F- raties, which indicated no significant differences in

the means and standard deviations of these levels on the D and F Scales.
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Ta bl e 3
The D and F Sca le Means for Subjects
Gr ouped by Levels of Church At t endance

Leve l s of Churc h Attendance

n

x

D

F

S.D.

x

S . D.

At l eas t once a week

1024

154 . 31

23.33

104.46

19.93

At l eas t once a month

197

146 . 14

23.19

98.60

19.77

At l eas t

148

142.25

27 . 44

95.04

22 .0 7

At least once a y ear

lll

140 . 55

24 . 57

94 . 0 2

21.51

Less than on ce a yea r

109

141. 77

27 . 40

94.25

23.09

84

131.41

31.80

83.61

27 .00

149.43

25 .54

100.57

21. 57

once

each 6 mo.

Never

TOTAL
MEAN

1701

- - - - -- - -- -·- --------- - - - - - - Some regrouping o f th e ca t egor i es of state of residency (see
Ta ble 4) was also requ ire d to avo id cells wi t h an

11

0

11

of l ess than two.

Th ere we re t en categories of st aLe o f resi dency (i . e., Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon , Utah , Sev eral States, and

Others).

It wa s decided to combin e those who spent their childhood in

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, a nd Ne va da; and those who spent th e ir childhood in Arizona, California, a nd Oregon.

The differences amo ng the

means and standard deviations of the stat es in each of these two sets
we r e not significant .

Enough subjects wer e in the ca tegories o f Utah,

Resid ency in Several States, and Others to have an

11

n11 of a t least two

in each ce ll, so they were kept as separate catego ries .
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Table 4
The D and F Scale Heans and Standard Deviations
for Subjects Gr ouped by State of Childhood Residency

State

D

F

s. 0 .

x

15 7 . 13

22 . 72

106.65

18.40

23

154.30

22.34

106. 30

15. 13

137

158. 12

21.98

106.95

18.17

Montana

8

156.75

35.75

107.50

13 . 96

Nevada

19

153. 58

23 .0 6

104 . 53

25 .91

Ariz . , Cal., Ore .

102

138 .99

24 . 37

93 . 12

19.48

Arizona

17

13 7. 83

28 .41

95.35

21.56

Califor nia

77

139.38

23 .49

92.95

19 . 45

Colo . , Idn., Mont ., Nev.

Colorado
Idaho

Oregon

Utah
Severa 1 States

Other
TOTAL
HEAN

n

x

18 7

S .D.

8

137.75

24 .27

90.00

15.39

110 7

150.20

25 .2 6

100.94

21. 72

46

144 . 70

28 .48

93.13

22.37

259

145.48

26 . 42

98.88

22 . 59

149 . 43

25.54

100.57

21.60

1701

The catego ri es of city size of childhood residency (see Table 5)
we re reduced from five to four to avoi d cells with an "nu of less than
two .

The means and standard deviat i ons of the l ast two categories were

not statistical l y significantly diffe rent, so they were pooled (see
Table 5) .
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Table 5
The D and F Scale Means and Standard Deviations
Grouped by City Size

D

F

n

x

Less than 1,499

360

154 .2 7

22.62

10 5.96

18.63

1' 500 - 2,499

177

153 . 02

26.01

101. 94

20 . 95

2,500-9,999

323

150.86

25.00

103 . 41

32 . 67

Over 10,000

796

146.09

26.42

96.82

22 . 32

412
384

146.35
145.81

25 . 83
27.05

96.96
96.67

22 . 00
22.66

149.53

25.50

100. 63

City Size

10,000 - 50 , 000
Over 50,000
TOTAL
MEAN

S.D.

x

S .D .

1,664
21. 61

---Results
Religion by Sex :
Reli.gion .

Exam ina tim of the results of the two ana l yses of

covariance with religion and sex as factors (see Tab l e 6) revea l s that

the main effect of religion was statistica lly significant for both the
D and F Scales .
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Table 6
Analysis of Covariance for D and F Sca l e Mean Scores

of 1,689 Sub jects Grouped by Religion and Sex

Source of
Varia nee

Scale

d. f.

Reli g ion

D
F

ll
ll

Sex

D
F

Religion x Sex

D
F

11

11

ss

MS

F-Ratio

45 '30 1. 89
35,736.33

4,118.35
3 ,248 . 75

7.27
7 . 97

<.Ol
<.Ol

5,660.90
4,524.78

5,660.90
4,524 .78

10 . 00
11.10

<.Ol
<.01

22,110.71
9,834.17

2,010.07
894.02

3 . 55
2. 19

<.Ol
<.as

10,014.89
5,650. 77

17.69
13.86

<.o1
<.o1

3,033 .95
5,580. 80

5.36
13.69

< . o1
<.o1

p

Cova riates

Church Attendance

D
F

State

D
F

City Size

D
F

Error

TOTAL

4
4

D
F

1660
1660

566.22
407.80

D
F

1689
1689

647 .86
465.08

More detailed information on the main effect of religion is given

in Table 7.

The right column under "Both Sexes" lists the D and F

Scale scores by religion.

Comparisons between the means for individual

r e li gious ca tegories and the overall mean for each sex and for the sexes

pooled were done using F-tests.

The following categories were significantly

different from the grand mean for the sexes pool ed:

(1) Agnostic:

F-Ratio of 36.74 and 46.35 on D and F Scales,

respectively .
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(2) LDS:

F-Ratio of 10.24 and 11.91 on 0 and F Scales, respective ly.

(3) Baptist:

F-Ratio of 13.61 and 12.17 on the 0 and F Scales,

respectively.
Table 7
Adjusted 0 and F Scale Score Meansl of 1,685 Subjects
Grouped by Religion and Sex

Relig i on

Male
0

Female
F

D

Both Sexes

F

D

F

130.30**

82.35

Agnostic

137.40

84 . 70

123.31

80.01

Baptist

161.08

111.8 2

166.65

112 .50

Catholic

152.45

10 5 . 94

137.83

93.79

14 5 .14

99.8 7

Christian

138.64**

95.68**

167.00

95 . 35

152 . 82

95.52

Episcopalia n

146.64

99.28

135 . 53

91.38

141.04

95.33

Jewish

189.46** 129.48**

121.98**

86.89**

155.72

108.19

Lutheran

146.83**

162. 03** 108.89**

154.54

103.06

LOS

158.54

108.02

151.70

103. 55

155.12** 10 5.79**

Methodist

152.32

106.64

151.24

101.74

151.78

104.19

Pr esbyterian

148.82

102 .42

139.14

94.42

143.98

98.42

Pr otestant

153.72

105.19

148.58

107 . 07

151.15

106.13

Other

160 . 35

107.94

133 . 5 7

82 .4 3

146 .96

95.18

97.24**

163 . 86** 112.16**

**significantly different at th e .01 level from the respective column
or row mea n.

1 Means adjusted for unequal Ns, ch urch a tt endance , state of c hildhood

reside ncy, an d city size of chi l dhood residency.
It sh ould be noted th a t the mean scores fo r both the 0 and F Scales
for Jewish subjec t s were further from th e grand mean than we re tho se of
the LOS ca t egor y, but the mean scores received by th e subjects in th e
Jewish ca t egory were not si gn i ficant due to th e ve ry small sample size.
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Tab l e 8
Adjusted D Scale Mean Differences of 1,685
Subjects Gro uped by Religion and Sex

Religion

n

Ma le
Adj x Diff

Female
Adj x Diff

Religion
Adj x Di ff

Agnost i c

73

2.61

- 2.61

-19.05**

Baptist

39

- 7 . 28

7.28

14.51**

Catholic

110

2 . 83

- 2.83

Christian

14

-18.67**

Episcopalian

19

1.02

-1.02

-8.32

9

29.25**

-29 . 25**

6 . 36

43

-12.09**

12. 09**

5 .0 7

1,222

-1.06

1.06

5.76**

Methodist

53

-3.95

3 .9 5

2.42

Presbyterian

51

0.36

-0.36

-5.38

Prates tant

26

-1.92

1. 92

1. 79

Other

26

8 . 90

-8.90

-2.40

4 .49**

- 4.49**

Jewish
Luther a n

LDS

TOTAL
Sex Adj

3 .46

1,685

x Diff

** Significant ly

18.67**

- 4.22

different from zero at the .01 l eve 1.

Table 8 a nd Table 9 (on page 34) list the adjusted me a n differences
for 1,685 subjects gr ouped by r eligion (ri gh t column} for D a nd F Sca l e
scores, respectively .

The figures in the right co l umns on both the D

and F Sca l e tables r e pr esent the actua l differences in mean scores

attributab l e to the religious categories with effec ts of sex, church
attendance , state of childhood residency, a nd city size of childhood
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residency removed.

The results a re the same as in Table 7--thos e

subje c ts who indicated they were Agnostic, Baptist , or LOS had means
significantly different from zero (the grand mean was set a t zero , as

mention e d ea rlier) .
Table 9
Adjusted F Scale Mea n Differ ences o f 1,685
Subjects Group ed by Re li gion a nd Sex

Reli gion

n

Adj

x

Fema l e
Ad j x Diff

Religion
Diff
Adj

Male
Di ff

x

Agnostic

73

-l. 67

l. 67

-18.1 6**

ll a ptist

39

-4 . 35

4 . 35

11. 64**

Catholi c

llO

2 .06

-2 .06

-0. 65

Christian

14

- 3 . 85

3.85

- 5 . 00

Episcopalian

19

-0.06

0.06

-5.19

9

17 . 28**

-1 7. 28**

7.67

43

-9. 84**

9.84**

2 . 55

1,222

-l. 78

l. 78

5 . 27**

Methodist

53

-l. 57

1. 57

3.67

Presbyt e rian

51

- . 00

.00

- 2.09

Prot es t ant

26

-4.96

4.96

5.61

Other

26

8.75

-8.75

- 5.32

4 .01**

-4.01**

J ewish
Lutheran
LOS

TOTAL
Sex Adj

x

Diff

1,685

** Signific a nt ly different from zero at th e .01 l eve 1.
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The statistical procedure used in comparing the adj usted mean

difference of the reli g ious ca tego ries from the gra nd mean--especially
when th a t mean is set at zer o --is useful in that it emphasizes the
categories at both ends of the distribution of means that contribute
sizeable amoun ts of variance ne ede d for th e sign ifi ca nt overall effec ts

{i.e., in this case, the relation of stated religious affiliation to
the subjects ' scores on the 0 a nd F Scales).
Since the comparison of subgroup means with the g rand mean is a
procedure not frequently used,

posteri ori c omparisons between means

were also done using the F-test developed by Sche ffe (Ferguson, 1971,
pp. 269-271).
The significant r esults of

post eriori comparisons between the

paired means of all religious categories are found in Table 10.
Tabl" 10

Resu lts of Paired Comparisons Between Religious Categories

on the 0 and F Scalesl

Agnostic

Religion

x

0

diff

F-Rat i o

x

F
diff

F-Rat io

LOS

24 . 82

7s .oo**

23.44

92. 93 1'*

Baptist

33. 56

22 . 28*

29.81

ss .so**

Me thodist

21.48

25 .00**

21.84

35.88**

Lutheran

24 . 24

27.67**

20.71

28.41**

Ca tho lie

17.52

33.06**

Protestant

23.78

26 . 52**

1only differen ces sig nific ant aL the .05 level or above are reported.
*significant at the . 05 level.
**significant at the .01 leve l.
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Sex .
di ff~n·nt

v

Sca l e

The main ef fect of sex was statisti cally slgnificantly

on ho llo lhc D and F Sca l es .

sco r~s by

Tables B and 9 lisl th e D and

sex on tl1e hotlom line.

Both Lhe 0 and F Scale

scores nre statisti c ally si g nifi cant l y different f rom their respec t l ve
means and, thus, from each other .

The effect in actual points of sex on the D a nd F Scale means is
best illustrated in Tab les 8 and 9, r e spect ive ly, showing that mal es
obtained a mean score 8 . 98 points higher ( or 2 x 4.49 from Table 8)
th an females on th e D Scale and 8 .02 (or 2 x 4.01 from Table 9) higher
than females on the F Scale.
Re!_igion by sex interaction.

The int e ra ct ion effect of reli g ion

by sex was si gnifi ca nt at the .01 level for th e D a nd F Scales.

The

adjusted mea ns grouped by religion and sex are g iven in Table 7.
However, to see more readily the intera ctio n effect of re li gion
and sex upon the D and F Sca l e means, see Tables 8 and 9, respectively.
For this i nt eraction effect, only the first two columns contain the
pertinent information.

Comparison between reli gi ous categories and zero

for each sex was done as part of the analyses of c ovariance.
On the D Sca l e , the adjusted mean score s received by subjects

indicating affi liation with Christian (F- ratio of 8.94), Jewish (F-ratio
of 14.02 ), Lutheran (F-ratio of 9.70) ch ur c hes, by sex, were significantly
different from zero.

On the F Scale, the adj usted mean scores of

subjects who indicated they were Jewish (F-raLio of 6 . 77) or Luth e ran
(F-ratio of 8.92) wer e also si gnificant ly differ e nt from zero.

In

other words, the significant interaction effect between sex and stated
religiou s affi li ation is due to the Christian, Jewish , and Lutheran

categories on th e D Scale and the Jewish and Lutheran categories on the
F Scale .
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The information in Tables 7, 8, and 9 can be used to complete the
mean score received by a group on the D or F Sc ale .

This method is

identical to that used to predict the ori g ina l s co re in Cell a1b1 of
Figure 1 on Page 22 from the information g iven in Figure 2 , Page 22.
For exampl e , to comp ute th e predicted mean, on e adds toge th er th e

adjusted grand mean (Table 7), plus sex mean diffe r ence by religion
(for this exa mple, the F Scale s c ore is desire d, so figures in Tabl e
9 will be used), plus re l i gious mean dif ferenc e, plus sex mean differen ce .
Thus, the adjusted mean F Scale score of Jewish women may be computed
as follows:

100 . 52 (grand mean) + (-17.28) ( sex mea n di fference by

re l igion) + 7 . 67 (religious mean diffe ren ce ) + (-4.01) (sex mean
difference)

= 86 . 9, which co rresponds wi th the figu re in Table 5 for

a Jewish woman wi th an F Scale score of 86 . 9.
Cova ria t es
The covariate c hurch attendance was stat i stica ll y significant at

th e .01 level.

Table 11 indicat es that the re l ation of church attendanc e

to 0 and F Sca l e sco r es is posit ive .

The more frequently one attends

church, th e higher the 0 or F Sca l e scores a r e (see Table 11), suggesting
more a uth orita ri a nism and dogmatism .

The sta te of childhood residenc y c ov a riate was not significantly
re l at e d to D or F Scale scor es .

However , two of the five categories

we re statistica l l y s ignifi cant from the grand me an set at zero (see

Table 12) .
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Table 11
Adjusted D a nd F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate Church Attendance

D Scale
Adj x Diff

Church Attendance

F Scale

Adj

x

Diff

At least once a week

-1. 57

- 1.18

At l east once a month

-3.1 5

- 2.36

Less than once a month

-4. 72

-3. 55

Never

-6. 30

- 4.73

All Adj

x Diff

scor es significantly different from zero at the .01 level.

Table 12
Adjusted D a nd F Scale Mean Differences
by Cova r iate State of Childhood Residency

State of Resid e ncy

D

Adj

Seale

x Diff

F Sca l e
Adj
Diff

x

Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
and Nevada

6. 5s''*

Arizona, Califo rn ia, and

Oregon
Utah
Several States

Other

-5.69''*

-2.82

-0.1 8

-0.12

0.47

-2. 7J

- 1.15

0.70

**significantly different (rom zero at the .01 lev e l.
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Th e c ovariate city size of childhood residency was not significantly
rel a ted to the D or F Scale scores.

For the reader's interest, the

adjusted D and F Scale mean differences for the covariate city size of
childhood residency ar e li sted in Table 13.
Table 13
Adjusted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate City Size of Childhood Residency

D

City Size

Adj

Seale
Diff

x

F Sca l e

Adj

x

Diff

Less than 1,499

-0.81

- 1.10

1,500-2,499

-1.62

-2.19

2,500-9,999

-2.43

-3 . 29

10,000 and over

-3. 24

-4.39

Religion by Church Attendance
The two-way analyses of covariance of religion by church attendance
required the deleLion of four religious cale go ries to avoid ce lls with
an

11

n 11 of l ess than two .

Th e religious cate g ories omitted were:

Jewish,

Lutheran, Presbyterian, and Protestant.

Religio n.

The results of th e a nalyse s of covariance (see Table 14)

indicated that the main effect of r e li gion was statis ti ca ll y significant

for bo th D and F Scales (as would be ex pected from the religion by sex
an ., lyses) .
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Table 14
Analysis of Cova ria nee for D and F Scale
Mean Scores of 1,560 Subj ects
Grouped by Religion and Church Att endance

Source of
Variance

Re ligion

Scale

d. f.

D

F
Church Attendance
Re ligion x
Church Att endance

ss

p

MS

F-Ratio

11,6 75 . 40
8' 133.72

1,667.92
1,161.96

3.04
2 . 90

<.01
<.01

F

3
3

15 ,06 3 .91
4,911. 66

5 ,021.31
1,637 . 22

9.16
4.08

<.Ol
<.01

0
F

21
21

17,419 .43
10,800.38

829.50
514.30

1. 51
1.28

> .o5
>.o5

D
F

1
1

23,045.14
ll '929. 94

42 .03
29.75

<.01
<.o1

D

4
4
4,714.60
6 ,961.23

8 . 60
17.3 6

<.o1
< .o1

D

Covariat e s

Sex
State

F
City Size

D

F
Error

TOTAL

D
F

1523
1523

548.28
400 . 97

D
F

1560
1560

640.74
469.27
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Church att endance .

The main effect of chur ch atte ndance was

statistical ly signi fic a nt for both the D and F Scales (as would be
expected from the significance as a covariate in the rel i gion by sex

analyses) .

The scores of the D and F Scales by categories of church

aLtenda nce are foun d in th e botLom row of figure s in Tables 15 and 16,
respectively.

Those who said they attended churc h weekly, seldom, or

never received scores signi ficantly different from the g rand mean (on

the D Scale).

However, on the F Scale, only s tudents indicating two

categories of church at tendance--weekly and se ldom--received scores

significantly di ffe rent from th e mean of church at tendance.
Table 15
Adjusted D Scale Meansl of 1,560
Subject Grouped by Reli gion and Chur ch Attendance

Religion

Weekly

Main Effec t

Church Att endance
Monthly
Seldom

Never

Means

Agnostic

146.31

138.71

133.38

123 .69

13 5 . 52

Baptist

163.60

159.23

166. 35

152. 26

160. 36

Catholic

156 .89

141.53

141. 45

128.40

142.07

Christian

200 . 55

138.63

136.40

137.93

153 . 38

Episcopal i a n

152.84

135.09

138.80

162.68

14 7.35

LDS

160.54

152.50

150.11

151.42

153. 64

Methodist

152. 73

151. 50

14 7. 25

155 .45

151. 73

Other

193.04

152.59

134.49

136.63

154.19

Mai n Effect Me ans

165.81** 146.22

143. 53** 143 .56**

lMeans adjusted for unequal Ns, sex, state of childhood residency, and
city size of chi ldhood residency.
**significant at the .01 level.
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Table 16
Adjusted F Sca l e Means l of 1, 560 Subjects
Grouped by Religion and Church Attendance

Religion

Weekl y

Church Attendance
Seldom
Monthly

Main Effect
Me ans

Never

Ag nos ti c

10 2 . 39

95.85

83.73

74 . 24

89.0 5

Baptist

105 . 42

10 7. 44

11 5 . 99

124.23

113 .27

Catho lic

109 . 88

90.46

97.48

98.46

98.87

Christian

111.40

87 . 54

93.58

89 .23

95.44

Episcopa li a n

112 . 94

90 . 38

90.40

115.29

102 . 26

LDS

109.74

104.45

100. 43

96 . 60

10 2 . 80

Me thad is t

107.08

10 1. 03

102.78

107.57

104. 62

Oth e r

118.79

102 . 47

89.22

89.39

99 . 97

97.45

96 . 70*

99 .38

Main Effect
Mea ns

109.61**

*s i gnifica ntly different from the gr a nd mean at the . OS leve l .
**sig nif ica ntly different from the grand mean at the . 01 lev e l.
lMeans a dju sted for unequal Ns , sex, stale of childhood residency, and

c ity size of childho od resid ency .
The a dju sted D and F Sca l e scores hy chur ch at t enda nce are reported
in Table 1 7.

These figures repres ent differe11ces in mea n scores (rom the

g ra nd mea n for the vario us categories of c l1urch

F Sca l e.

~JLt e ndance

on th e D or

Table 17
Adjusted 0 and F Scal e Mean Differences
by Church Attendan ce

0 Scale
Adj x Diff

Church Attendance

At least once

16.03**

a week

F Scale
Adj j Oiff
8.82**

At l east once a month

-3 . 56

-3 .83

Less than once a month {Seldom)

-6.25**

-4.08*

Never

- 6.18**

-1.41

*significantly different from zero at the .05 level.
**significantly differen< from zero at the .01 level.
The c urvilinear relationship between

hu rch attendance and adjusted

mean differences on the 0 and F Sca l e is best illustrated in Figure 3.

16
14

---------0 Scale Scores

l2
- - - - - - F Scale Scores

10
8
Adj x Oiff

6
4
2

0

-2
-4

-6
weekly
Figure 3:

monthly

seldom

never

Church attendance by adjusted mean 0 and F Scale mean
differences
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Religion by church attendance interaction.

The interaction eftecl

of religion by ch rch attendance was not signific J nt for either the D

or f Scales (Table 14).
Low and Shaver (1971), using the same ra w data, found a significant
(p (.OS) by church attendance interaction for both the D and F Sc ales.
Tl1eir ana lysi s was carried out with 22 reli g ious categories pooled into
five groups (LOS and Catholic were the onl y g roups that were not combined
with any other group) and the six levels
combined into three levels.

A

confoundi ~

~t

ct1urch attendance were
of effects due to the pooling

of categories may have produced the signifi ca nt interaction.
Covariates .

The covariate, sex, was si gnificant related to the D

and F Scale, with F-ratios of 42.03 and 29.7 5 , respectively.
Tl1e covariate state of childhood

r ~s id e n c y

was not significant.

Comparisons between adjusted mean dif(erences and zero using F tests
were done.

The first two categories of state of childhood residency

listed in Table 18 were significantly differ e nt f rom zero on the D
Scale, and the first category listed was si gnificantly different from
zero on the F Scale (see Table 18).
The covariate city size of childhoo d

rc~tdency

wa s statisti c ally

significant with a negative relation t o th e scores on both the D and
F Scales ( see Table 19).

And the adjusted mean difference for each

category was significantly different from zero on both scales.
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Tabl e 18
Adju s ted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate State of Childhood Residency

D Scale
Adj x Di ff

State of Residency

F Scale

Adj

x

Diff

Colorado, Idaho, Montana,

4.53**

6.5o**

and Nevada
Ari zona, California, and

-6. 03**

-2.83

Utah

-0.3 1

-0.17

Severa 1 States

-1.42

-1.95

Other

-1.58

0.42

Oregon

**significantly different from zero at the .01 level.

Table 19
Adjusted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate City Size of Childhood Residency

City Size

D Scale
Diff
Adj

Less than 1 ,499

-1.04

-1. 26

1,500-2,499

-2.07

-2.52

2,500-9,999

-3.11

-3.78

10,000 and over

-4 .14

-5.04

x

F Scale

Adj

x Diff

All adjust ed mean differences si g nificantly differe nt from zero at the
.01 level.
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Religion by State of Childhood Residency
Religion.

For the two-way analyses of covariance of religio n by

state of childhood residency, the Jewish category was de l eted in order
t o avoid empty ce ll s .

The anolyses of covariance of D a nd F Sca l es ( see

Tabl e 20) indicated that the main effect of religion was stat isticall y
si gnificant for both D and F Scales--as would be expecte d f r om th e
previously r eported analyses.

Table 20
Analysis of Cova r iance for D and F Scale Mean Scores
of 1 ,680 Subjects Grouped by Religion and State of Childhood Residency

Source of
Variance
Reli gion

Sca l e

D

F

State

D

F

Religion by State

D

F

ss

MS

10
10

29,890 .46
23,064 . 93

2,98 9 . 05
2,3 06 . 49

5 . 29
5.68

<. Ol
<.Ol

4
4

4,728.22
2,946.44

1,182 . 06
736 61

2 . 09
1.81

<.O S
<.O S

40
40

22,6Sl.47
18,100.92

S66.29
4S2 .S2

1.00
1.14

<.os
<.O S

l7,S26 . 25
8, 734 . 77

30 . 99
21.51

<.01
<.Ol

11,041.29
S,7S0.22

l9. S3
14.16

< . Ol
< . Ol

2,98 9.35
5,884.28

5. 29
14.49

<.as
<. Ol

d f
0

0

F-Ratio

0

p

Covariates

Sex

D

F

Chur ch Attendance

D

F

Cl ty Size

D

F

Error

TOTAL

D
F

1623
1621

56S.48
406.03

D

1680
1680

637.66
461. 2 7

F
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Table 21
Adjusted D Scale Meansl of 1,680 Subjects
Grouped by Religion and State of Childhood Residency

State of Childhood Residency
Religion

Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada

Arizona

Several

Cali. forn ia
Oregon

Utah

States

Other

Main Effect
Means

Agnostic

124.85

123.55

135. 13

12 7.42

130 . 77

128.34

Baptist

162 . 60

161.31

161. 8 7

186.86

158 . 61

166.25

Catholic

143. 53

146.69

150.61

152.4 1

144 . 01

14 7 . 45

Christian

175 . 28

139.40

14 7. 54

109.14

150.86

144.45

Episcopalian

139 . 59

142.98

145.93

170.86

137 . 00

147 . 27

Luthera n

158 . 19

13 7. 65

156.96

160.21

145.99

151.80

LOS

162 . 53

148 . 74

155 .15

157.26

157.39

156 . 22

Methodist

158.49

135.73

148.72

149.03

152.26

148.85

Presbyterian

165 . 61

143 . 68

145.44

147.24

140 . 23

148.44

Prates tant

153.35

156.17

140.78

126 .51

159 . 05

147.17

Other

193.90

158.13

149.76

134.32

144.43

156 .11

157.99**

144.91

148. 90

14 7. 3 9

147 . 33

Main Ef feet
Means

** Significantly

diffe r ent from the mea n at the .01 level.

1Means adjusted for uneq ual Ns, sex, church at tendance, and city size

of childhood residency .
State of childhood residen cy .

The main effect of state of childhood

residency was not significant for either the D or F Scale.

Comparisons

using F-tests were done between categories of state of childhood residency

and the mean.

The first category (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Nevada)

was statistically significantly greater than the grand mean for both the
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D and F Sc al es (see Tables 21 and 22).

However, there was not sufficient

o vera ll varia nc e for state of childhood resid e ncy to be significantly

relat e d to e ither D or F Scale scores.

Table 23
Adjusted F Scale Means 1 of 1, 680 Subjects
Grouped by Religion a nd State of Childh ood Residency

State of Childhood Res idency
Religion

Co l orado
Idaho
Montana

Nevada

Arizona

California
Oregon

Utah

Several
St a tes

Other

Main Effect
Means

Agnostic

81.99

79.68

83.08

85. 24

80.69

82.14

Baptist

122.32

102.59

105.47

148.90

111.94

118 24

Catholic

97.87

100. 74

104.85

109.07

99.95

102.50

107.73

91.74

77.07

76 . 22

108 . 40

92.23

Christian

0

82.92

104.68

98.16

105. 19

97.34

97.66

Lutheran

105.09

104.17

104.10

100.05

97.90

102.26

LDS

110.66

103.09

105.57

97. 20

109.11

105.13

Methodist

113 57

95.21

103.86

111. 20

104 02

105.57

Presbyter ia n

117 03

98.15

99.17

95. 33

97.94

101.52

Protestant

114.48

100 21

86.34

83.1 5

115.36

99.91

Other

117.26

99.21

102.75

74.3 5

96.50

98 .0 1

106.45*

98.13

97.31

98. 72

101.74

Episcopali a n

0

0

0

0

Main Effect
Means

*signific a ntly different from the mean at the .05 level.
lMeans ad j usted for unequal Ns, sex, church at tendance, and city size of

childhood residency .

so
Religion by state of childhood residency.

The interaction effect of

religion by state of childhood r es idency was not significant.
Covariates .

The s i gnificant covariate sex was statistically sig-

nificant and the adjustment above th e grand mean on the D Scale is 3 . 37
points for males and - 3 . 37 points for females; and on the F Scale 2.38
points for males and -2.38 points for females.
The covariate state of childhood resid ency was significantly
related to scores on the D and F Scales (s ee Tab le 23).

Only the mean

of the first category on both the D a nd F Scales was signifi ca nt from
the overall mean .
Table 23
Adjusted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate State of Childhood Residency

Stat e of Residency

Co lora do , Idaho, Montana

D Scale
Adj x Diff
8 . 69**

F Scale

Adj

x Diff

5.98**

and Nevada

-4.69

- 2 .34

Utah

-0.40

-3.1 6

Severa l State s

-1.92

-1. 7 5

Other

-1.6 8

1. 27

Arizona, California, and

Oregon

**significantly different from zero a t the .01 l eve l.
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Church a tt endance was a lso a significant cova riat e .

Th e adj ustment

from the grand mea n was -1.68 points for th e D Scale and -1. 21 points
for the F Scale for each level of chur ch attendance in des cending order
of frequency of church atte nd ance (i.e., week ly, monthly, seldom, and
never) (se e Table 24) .
Table 24
Adj ust e d D and F Scale Mean Diffe rence s
by Covariate Church Att endance

D Sca le
Ad j x Diff

F Scale
Adj x Diff

At least o nc e a week

-1 .68

-1.21

At l east once a month

-3.36

- 2 . 42

Less than o nce a month (Seldom)

- 5.04

-3.63

Ne ver

- 6 . 72

-4.84

Church At tenda nce

All of th e a djust ed mean differences are sign ificantly d ifferent
from zero at th e .01 l evel.
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Religion by City Size of Childhood Residency
Religion .

Again, as would be expected, an examinatio n of the results

of the analyses of covariance for D and F Scal es (see Tab le 25) indicat es
that the main effect of religion was statisticall y significant for both
th e D and F Sca l es.

Table 25
Analysis of ·Covariance for D and F Sca l e Mean Scores
of 1, 639 Subjects Grouped by Religion and
City Size of Ch ildhood Residency

Source of

Variance

Religion

Scale

D

F
City Size

D

F
Re l igion x City Size

D

F

d. f.

ss

MS

F- Ratio

p

8
8

30,025.32
26,432.19

3,753.17
3 ,304.02

6.86
8.39

( .01
(.01

3
3

5,847.88
3 , 298.76

1,949.29
1,099.59

3. 57
2.79

<.os
<.os

24
24

17,448 . 34
10,749.20

72 7. 01
447.88

1.33
1.14

>.o s
>.o s

17,555.92
7,850.93

32.11
19.93

<. 01
<. 01

10,335.88
6 , 499.7 0

18.90
16 .50

<.01
(.0 1

Covariates

Sex

D

F
Church Attendance

D

F
State

D

F
Error

D

F

TOTAL

D

F

4
4
1598
1598

546.76
393.97

1639
1639

622 .88
45 1.49
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City size of childhood residency .

The main effe c t of city size of

childhood residency was significant for both 0 and F Scales .

Those who

reported a city size of childhood residency of less than 1,499 people
had a mean score on the D Sca l e that was significantly higher than the
gran d mean (see Table 26).

On the F Scale (see Table 27), no city size

of childhood residency mean was significantly different from the grand
mean, despite the significant overal l varianc e in the means.

Table 26
Adjusted D Scale Means 1 of 1, 639 Subjects
Grouped by Re li gio n and City Size of Ch i ldhood Residency

Reli gion

City Size of Childhood Re s i denc x
> 10,000

< 1,499 1,500-2,499 2,500-9,999

Main Effect
Means

Agnostic

151. 29

138 34

131.30

127.05

136.99

Baptist

17 5 .86

178 .28

175.79

153.73

170 92

Catholic

14 9.46

136.19

151.95

146 7 5

146.09

Episcopalian

159.73

111. 59

140 .19

142.28

138.45

Lutheran

150 .36

124.17

153.87

151.24

144.91

LOS

157. 75

159 .66

156. 07

153.44

156.73

Methodist

165.22

158.32

162 . 25

141.09

156 72

Presbyterian

140.15

144. 75

141.18

144.78

142 72

Protest ant

157.05

14 7.38

154.68

148 .6 7

151.95

156 32*

144.30

151.9 2

145.45

0

0

0

0

0

Main Effect
Means
1

0

'Significan tl y diff.erent from the mean at the .05 level.
1 Means adjusted for unequal Ns, sex, church attendance, and stat e of
childhood residency.
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Table 27
Adjus ted F Scale Meansl of 1,639 Subjects
Grouped by Religion and City Size of Childhood Residency

Religion

Size of Chi ldhood Residenc~
510,000
1 '500- 2 ,499 2,5 00 - 9,999

Cit~

<l ,499

Main Effect
Means

Ag nostic

93.48

85.54

82 . 05

79 . 14

85. 05

Baptist

121.06

117 . 93

132 . 44

102. 32

118 . 44

Catholic

102.64

95.19

107.9 6

99.87

101.42

Episcopalian

100.16

64 . 73

87.16

101.42

88 .3 7

99 . 20

82.14

101.57

101.05

95.99

LOS

109 . 56

107.66

108 . 42

102.43

107 . 0 2

Methodist

117 . 97

104. 13

105 . 18

99.46

106.68

97 . 87

94.40

100.03

98.03

97 . 58

106 . 67

104.80

110 . 06

102.45

106 . 00

105 . 40

95 . 17

103.87

98.46

Lutheran

Pr esby t erian
Protesta n t

Main Effect
Means

!Means adjusted for unequal Ns, sex , church at t endance, a nd state of

childhood residency .
Religio n by ci ty size of childhood residency .

The interaction

effect was not significant for either the D or F Scale.
Covar i ates.
uf

cuv.ar-lcmc~

The signifi cant covaria tes in these two-way analyses

were sex a nd c hurch oLlcnUauce .

The adjustment f rom the

g rand mean for the covariate sex o n the D Sca l e is 3.41 poin ts for males

a nd - 3 . 41 points for females; and on the F Sca l e 2 . 28 points for males
and - 2 . 28 points for females.
The covariate chu rch attendance was statistically significant, and

the adjust ment from the grand mean on the D Scale is -1.6 5 point s on the
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F Scale -1.31 points for each level of church attendance in descending
ord e r of frequency of church attendance (i.e., weekly, monthly, seldom,

and never) (see Table 28) .

Table 28
Adjusted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate Church Attendance

D Scale
Adj x Diff

F Scale
Adj x Diff

At least once a week

-l. 65

-1. 31

At least once a month

-3.30

-2.62

Less than once a month (Seldom)

-4.95

-3.93

Never

-06.6

-5.24

Church Attendance

All of the a djusted me an differences are significantly different from
zero at the .01 leve l.
Although the covariate state of childhood residency was not
significantly related to scores on the D or F Scale, adjustments from

the D and F Scale grand means are presented in Table 29, because the
adjusted mean difference of th e first category is significantly different
from zero for both scales and the second category is significant for the

D Sca le.
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Table 29
Adjusted D and F Scale Mean Differences
by Covariate State of Childhood Reside ncy

State of Residency

D Scale
Adj X Diff

F Scale
Adj
Diff

x

Colorado, Idaho, Montana,

an d Nevada

5. 20**

3.82**

Arizona, California, and

Oregon
Utah
Several States

Other

** Significantly

-4.98**

-2.24

-0.95

-0.63

2.61

-0.81

-1. 88

-0.14

different from zero at the .01 level.

Summary of Findings

The results of all eight analyses of covariance were consistent.

Although the size of the F-ratios varied slightly, the level of
significance attained remained the same across the va rious analyses.
Adjusted mean differences were computed and differences from zero

listed for significance in each of the eight analyses.
Religion.

All ei ght analyses of covariance resulted in statistical

significance for the main effect of religion for both D and F Scales.
Subjects who reported that they belonged to fundamentalist churches had
higher means than those who indicated affiliation with less fundamental
religions (see Table 7).
Sex,

The main effect of sex was signifi ca nt on both the D and F

Scales, with males scoring higher than females on the average (see
Tables 8 and 9).
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Church attendance.

The main effect of church attendance was also

significant for both D and F Sca l es, with frequent church attenders
having higher means than low or nonattenders (s ee Tables 15 and 16).
State of chi l dhood residency.

The main effect of state of child -

hood residency was not significant for either D or F Scales (se e Tables
21 and 22 ).
City size of childhood residency .

The main effect of city size

of childhood residency was significant for both D and F Scales.

Those

who reported that they reside d in smaller communities had hi gher means
than those in larger communities (see Table 27).
Religion by sex intera ction.

The interaction effect of religion

by sex was statistically significant for both D a nd F Scale scores
( see Tables 8 and 9).
Religio n by chu r ch attendance interaction.

The interaction of

religion by church attendanc e was not significant for either the D or
F Scales (see Tables 15 and 16).
Religion by state of childhood residency.

The interaction of

religion by state of childhood residency was also non-significant for
both the D and F Scales (see Tables 21 and 22) .
Religion by c ity size of childhood residency .

The interaction

effect of religion by city size of c h ildhood residency was nonsignificant for both the D and F Sca l es (se e Tables 26 and 27) .
Covariates .

The covariates sex, c hurch a tt endance , and city size

of childhood residency were statistically significant for both the D
and F Scales in all six two-way ana lyses of covariance in which they
were us ed as covar iates, which confirms the main effect s results.
However, state of ch il dhood re side ncy was not significant in any of
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the six analyses of cova r iance when it was used as a covariate for

either the D or F Scale, confirming the results of the main effect of
sta t e of chi l dhood residency .
R2 •

Th e to tal amoun t of varia nce ac co unt ed fo r by the va r iables

re l igion, sex , c hurch attend a nce, s t a te of chi ldhood resid ency, and
c i ty size of c hildhood r e sid e ncy va r ie s betwee n . 14 and .1 6 for the 0
Scale a n d . 14 a nd .18 f or t he F Scale .
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND

RECO~ffiNDATIONS

In 1946, Allport and Kramer reported evidence that church goers are
more intol erant of ethnic minorities than are non-church attenders.

Since that time, there has been considerable research suggesting that
church members, on the average, are more pr ej udi ce d than individuals
not belonging to a religious organization.

Research indicates that the

relationship between prejudice and attendance at church is not perfect;
that is, while most church attenders are more prejudiced than non-church
attenders, a substantial minority of them are less prejudiced (Allport
and Ross, 1967) .
Kirscht and Dillehay (1967) concluded that fundamentalist religions
are more congruent to authoritarian personality patterns than other

religions .

The study reported here differs from other studies of religion and
authoritarianism and open-closed mindedness in that:

(1) A greater

number of religious categories were includ ed and kept separate for the
analyses; (2) the factors of sex, church attendance, state of childhood
residency, and city size of c hildhood residency were investigated--their
interactions with religion were studied, and th ey were held consta nt in
analyses of authoritarianism and dogmatism as meas ured by the D and F
Scales.

Religion
In this study , with college students as subjects, eleven religious
categories wer e dropped so that cells with an "n" of less than two would
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be avoided for two-way analyses of covariance .

Twelve religious

c a tegories rema ined for use.

The f indin gs from eight two-way ana lys es of covariance , each with
religion as a main effect, cons istently led to the conclusion that
religion was significant l y (p.<: .01) related to means on both the D and
F Sca l es.

The D and F Scal e means of those in the Baptist category were

significant ly higher than the grand mean.

The means for those in the

LDS category ranked third on th e D Scale and fourth on the F Scale, and
were statistically different from the grand mean.

Those who claimed to

be agnostic also had means statistically different from the grand mean;
but they ranked twelfth (last) on both scales--the least closed-minded
and authoritarian of subjects in all religious categories as indicated

by scores on the D and F Scales.

Th ese findings generally supported the

results of Shaver and Richards' (1968) analysis of their "nationwide
sample" of teacher education students .
The posteriori comparisons between the pairs of means indicated that

those affiliated with the LOS, Baptist, Methodist, and Lutheran faiths
had significantly higher D and F Sca le means (greater degree of authoritarianism and dogmatism) than those in the agnostic catego ry.

The F

Scale means for individuals in the Catholic and Protestant catego ries
were significantly higher than those for the Agnostic category.
Thos~

in this study who indicated affiliation with the Jewish faith

(n=9 ) r esponded in more authoritarian and dogmatic directions than in the
152 Jewish subject s in Shaver and Richards' (19 68) study.

Of Shaver and

Richards' subjects, 51 percent were drawn from Boston, 22 percent from

Harvard, and 18 percent from Ohio.

In the present study, the Jewish

subjects were drawn from institutions of hi gher learning in northern Utah.
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Five of these nine subjects grew up in Utah, and the remaining four came

from the eastern pa rt of the country.

What kinds of factors l ead a

Jewish person to live in Utah and/or to select a Utah university where
he is clearly in the minority?

Degree of authoritarianism a nd dogmatism,

as measured by the F and D Scales, may influence the selection of wh ere
to live and

pur~ue

co l lege

~tudie~;

or, living under such circumstances

may increase authori t a rianism and dogmatism.

Or, the finding may be a

chance one due to the small sample.
Since the main effect of religion was significant for both the D and
F Scales in this study, it is reasonable to propose that religion be
considered seriously as a factor in any futu re studies involving the D

and F Scales.

Attempts to determine which other factors are significantly

related to the degree of authoritarianism and dogmatism possessed by
individuals as measured by the F an d D Scales ought not to ignore the
potentially confoundi ng effect of religious affiliation.
One of the major problems in comparing results of this study with
other studies of college students (e . g . , Lehmann, 1962a; Rhodes, 1960;
Shaver a nd Richards, 1968; Koepp, 1963; LoSciuto and Hartley, 1963) is
that the earlier studies did not control for such variables as sex,

church attendance , state and city size of childhood residency.

Also,

there are very few studies (Shave r a nd Ric hards, 1968) in which more
than five or six religious categories were used to test the main effect

of religion .

The main effect of sex wa s significant on both the D and F Scales.
The males scored 8 .98 a nd 8 . 02 points higher than the females on the D
and F Scales, respectively.

These differences agree with the findings
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of Plant (1963), Lehmann (1962a, 1962b), and Alter and White (1966).
Some studies (Rokeach, 1960; Anderson, 1962; Lehmann, 1962 a) indicated
no significa nt differences between scores obtained by male and female
subjects.

This study suggested that these differences in findings may

be due to the configuration of religious categories .
Tab les 8 and 9 suggest that the significant differences between
scores of male and female subjects on both the F and D Scales were, in
pa rt, due to the major contribution of tho se who indicated a n affiliation
with the Jewish category and, to a lesser degree, those who indicated an
identification with the "Other" category .

Those in the Christian and

Lutheran categories on the D Scale and in the Lutheran cate gory on the
F Scale contributed significant differences in the opposite direction,

but apparently these were not lar ge enough to overcome the contributions
of those in the Jewish and "Other" categories.
Religion by Sex Interaction
The ve ry large difference in direction of scores by subjects
indicating Jewish affiliation also resulted in a significant interaction

between religion and sex, significant beyond the .01 level.

The method

us ed to determine what categories accounted for the significant inter-

actions was to compute adjusted mean differences.

These adjusted mean

differences were reported in Table 8 for the D Sca l e and Table 9 for
the F Scale .

On both the D and F Scales, subjects in the Christian

religious categories generally scored in one direction (i.e . , Christian
males received generally lower mean scores) and those in the Jewish
religion scored in the other direction (i . e., males had the higher mean
score and females the lower mean score) .

This intera ction between

religion and sex was essential l y the same for both D and F Scales.
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No research evidence is available to indicat e whether the different
scoring patterns by sex of Christian and Jewish subjects in this study
are general.

Nor does this research study indicate reasons for these

results .
Church Attendance
It was noted in the Review of Research (Chapter 1) that, on the
average, research findings indicate that church attenders are more

authoritarian and closed minded than non-attenders .

The present study

also found higher church attenders to have statistica lly si gnificant
higher means on both the D and F Scales.

Church attendance was also

a significant covariate in each of the six two-way analy ses of covariance in which it was not used as a factor.
The re lationships between c hu rch attendance and mean scores on

the D and F Scales were curvilinear--those attending church weekly had
the highest scores on the D and F Scales, wh ile those seldom attending
church received the lowest scores on these scales.

Struening (1963),

Holtzman (1958), and Young, Benson, and Holtzman (1960) suggested that
the curvilinear relationship is more easily seen when fre qu ency of
chu r ch atte nd ance is broken down in smaller categories (e.g., number

of times per month or pe r week) than were used in this study .

Because

the factor of ch urch attendance a ppears to be significantly related to
the D and F Sca l es, it ought to be taken into consideration in designing
future studies to investigate possible factors related to the degree
of authoritarianism and dogmatism as measured by the D and F Scales .
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State of Childhood Residency
Sta t e of childho1d resid e ncy was not a significant main effect for
either the D or F Scales.

And, as a covariate for the other six two-way

ana lys es of covariance, state of childhood residency was not significant.

These findings agree with those of Hoge and Carroll (1973).

They used

matched samples of Presbyterian and Methodist church members in the

north (Philadelphia) and south (Atlanta) of the Un ited States.

They

found that the responses of subjects from the north did not differ
statist i cal ly from the subjects' responses in the south.
Low and Shaver (1971) found the state of ch ildhood residen cy on the
D Sca le to be significant at the .O S level, and on the F Scale significant
at the .01 level.

Essentially, the same da ta were used in this study,

but the number of categories of chi l dhood residency used in this study
was lar ger .

The statistical significance of resu l ts obtained by Low and

Shaver appea rs to have been a function of fewer, but broader categories,
each containing more states of childhood residency.

City Size of Childhood Residency
The main effect of city size of childhood r esidency was significant

for the D a nd F Scales .

Th e covariate, cit y size of childhood residency,

was also significant in the other six two-way ana lys es of covariance.

In this stu dy, it was found toot those who spent their childhood in
a city of less than 1,499 or between 2,500 and 9,999 were more closedminded and authoritarian than those who spent their childhood in a city
size of between 1,500 and 2,499 or over 10,000 in size.
held true for both the D and F Scales .

This relationship

A linear relationship between

city size of c hildho od residency and scores on the D and F Scales would
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s e em t o be a re a sonable expectation.

In offerin g a possible ex plana -

tion of this lack of linear relationship, Low and Sha ver (19 71 , p.
153), su ggested that
whether the size of community is related to D and F Scale
scores may well be dependent upon the degree of "ruralism"
or ''ur ba n ism" of the surrou nding envi r onment as this affects
the subcultur al differences to whi c h one is exposed ...
In future studies, the effects of "ruralism" versus "urbanism"

should be careful l y considered.

Measur es o ther than city size (e. g .,

locati o n, number of industries, percenta ge of people mo v ing in and out

of th e c ity each year, number of educational ins t itutions) should be
used to more accurate l y reflect the degree of "rura lism" or "urbanism".

Disposition of Hypotheses
Th e objectives and pu rposes of this study were converted into nine

null hypotheses as the basis for t he statistical analyses.
eses we r e stated at the beginning of Chapter III.

The hypoth-

A summary of the

fat e of the nine hypotheses is presented in Table 30.
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Table 30
Disposition of the Null Hypotheses for the Analyses for
Subjects from Utah State University and Weber State College

No .

Abbreviated Null Hypothesis 1
a. There is no significant differ-

Disposition of Hypothesis2
Rejected

ence between the mean D Scale

scores of students with different religious affiliation.
b . There is no significant diference between th e me an F Scale
scores of students with different religious affiliation.
2 ....• male and female subjects

Rejected

3 ...•. levels of church attendance

Rejected

4 ....• levels of state of childhood
residency

5 •. .•• l eve ls of city size of
chil dhood residency

Not Rejected
Rejected

6 ..... interaction of religion
and sex

..... interaction of religion and
frequency of church attendance

Rejected
Not Rejected

8 .•... interaction of religion and

state of childhood residency

Not Rejected

9 ..... interaction of religion and

city size of childhood residency

Not Rejected

lThe first null hypothesis is worded in its enti rety, and hypotheses
2-9 are abbreviated.
2unless otherwise indicated, the disposition of the hypothesis a pplies
for both D and F Scales. If the hypothesis was not rejected, the
F-ratio did not reach a value needed for .0 5 level of significance.
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Recommendations

The major concern of this study was to exami ne data more closely
to determine if sex, reported church attendance, the sta te in which

the person r e ported residenc e as a child (referred to as "state of
childhood residency" in the study), and city size of reported childhood
residency were significantly related to the D and F Scale scores of
subjects who claim various r eligious affiliations.

It was concluded

that sex, levels of church attendance, and city size did make significant contributions to variations in the mean scores on the D and F

Scales .
It must be mentioned that our sample was dominated by subjects from
one religious group- - the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Also , restrictions in other groups -- such as small sample size, selectivity

occurring when subjects are raised in or choose to live in Utah

and at t end northern Utah institutions of hi ghe r learning --r equire that
the results of this study be generalized with caution .

Replications in

other areas of the country, with other subcultures, are called for .
The in teraction between religion and sex was of particular interest
because of the difference in the direction of response patterns for
Jewish vers us Christian males and females.

Other researchers may wish

to investigate whether the reverse direction of closed-minde dn ess and
authoritarianism for Jewish males and females as compared to those who

reported they were Christians (Baptists, Christians, Lutherans) will
hold up with larger samples from outside of Utah .
The finding of a curvilinear relationship between church attendance

and mean scores on the D and F Scales replicates the findings of other
studies (Low and Shaver, 1971; Struening, 1963; Holtzman, 1956;
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Friedrichs, 1959; Tumin, 1958; and Pettigrew, 1959).

Al lport and Ross

(1967) suggested that it might be more fruitful to examine church
attendance if the levels of church attendance were broken into specific
categories such as the number of times a pe rson attends church over a

specified number of months.

They also s uggested the use of another

index to assess the degree to which subjects have internalized their

religious values.

Al lport and Ross (1967) propose that within a

religious group there will be a difference in degree of prejudice for
persons who "use 11 their religion ("extrins ic" orientation) as opposed
to those who "live" their religion ("intrinsic" orientation).

It is

expected that persons regularly attending church with intrinsic
orientation will receive lower scores on the D and F Scales than those
who at t end church frequently with an extrinsic orientation.

Obviously, the relation ship between church attenda nce and degree
of prejudice is co rrelational, and one should be cautiou s about drawing
cause and effect conclusions.

Inter-relationships, cause and effect

ones, between church attendance, dogmatism, and autho ritarianism are

very complex, and this study was not designed to test hypotheses as to
underlyin g reasons.

It is inappropriate to ask of our data, ''Does

church attendance lead to greater prejudi ce?" --or, "Will getting people
to reduce their c hurch attendance result in their receiving lower

scores on the F and 0 Scales?"
questions.

Further research might investigate such

A more fruitful question for investigation might be, "Are

factors that lead to both a uthoritarianism and dogmatism the same that
lead to fre quent church atte ndance, as well as to participation in a
variety of other structured social situations?''

This study has shown that the 0 and F Scale scores are not independent
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of variab l es su c h as sex , church attenda nc e , and city s iz e of childhood

residency.

Inconsi stent findings r eported in the lite r atu re using the

D and F Scales may be accounted for not only by variations in the
accessib l e popul a tions, but by the l ack of co nsist ent cate go rizing of
subjects by religious affiliation, a nd the lac k of control of variables
s uc h as sex, church attendance , city size of chi ldhood residen c y, whic h

are r e l ated to t he D and F Scale scores .

Ca r e ful c onsideration must be

given to these varia bles in resea rch desi gn and s tatisti ca l analysis if
comparisons be twe en studies are to be int e rpretable , and if resea r c h is
to produce cumulative knowledge.

Random or representative samples

should be obt a ine d; and i f variab l es such as church attendance are not
co nt ro ll ed in the sampling process, then st a tis tica l adjus tment s must

be made in ana l yzing the dat a .

In that way, a sound body of knowledge

about open - c los ed mindedness can be built.
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Appendix A
Directions for test administrators (graduate assistants) provided
in addition to those listed in Chapter II under "instructions" were:
1.

Check wi t h the professor a day in advance of the scheduled
date to remind him of the test and reaffirm the exact time

a nd place for the test to be give n. The last 30 minutes of
class is considered best because students may l eave the room
upon completion of the opinionnaire.
2.

Do not permit students to discus s the questions until they
hav e l ef t the room or until al l the answe r sheets have been
collected .

3.

Be straightforward, businesslike, sincere, accurate, and prompt .

4.

Be properly dressed with a tie and coa t.

5.

Some of the questions on the opin ionnaire will be or appear
to be ambiguous. Questions raised by respondents should be
handled as "Whatever you think" or 11 Just put down how you
feel- - do you agree or disagr ee".

6.

Rema i n i n the room at al l times during the testing period.

7.

Tha nk the professor for his coopera tion.

8.

Results of the study will be made available to each co llege
or school dean.
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OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

The following is a study of what the general public thinks and feels about
a number of important social and personal questions. The beat answer in each
statement below is your personal opi nion. We have tried to cover many different and opposing points of view; you may find yourself agreeing strongly with
some of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, and perhaps
uncertain about others. Whether you agree or disagree with any statement , you
can be sure that many people feel the same as you do.

On the answer sheet, fill in the space provided for each answer according
to how much you agree or disagree with it. Please fill in the space for each
question. Mark in +1, +2, +3, or -1, -2, -3 depending upon how you feel.

+1.
+2.
+3.

I AGREE A LITTLE
I AGREE ON THE WHOLE
I AGREE VERY !WCH

-1.

-2.
-3 .

DISAGREE A LITTLE
DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
DISAGREE VERY !WCH

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *
1.

The United States and Russia have just about nothing in common.

2.

The highest form of government is a democracy and the highest foilD of
democracy is a government run by those who are most intelligent.

3.

Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a worthwhile goal, it is
unfortunately necessary to restrict the freedom of certain political groups.

4.

Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues children
should learn.

5.

A person who has bad manners, habits and breeding can hardly expect to get
along with decent people.

6.

It is only natural that a person would have a much better acquaintance
with ideas he believes in than with ideas he apposes.

7.

Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature.

8.

Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty lonesome place.

9.

If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be better off.

10.

The businessman and the manufacturer are much more important to society
than the artist and the professor .

11.

Moat people just don't give a "d amn" for others.

12.

I'd like it if I could find someone who would tell me how to solve my
personal problems.

13.

It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of the future.

14 .

Science has its place, but there are many important things that can never
possibly be understood by the human mind.

lJ.

Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up they ought
to get over them and settle down.
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+1.
+2.
+3.

-1.

AGREE A LITTLE
AGREE ON THE WHOLE
AGREE VERY MUCH

-2.
-3.

I DISAGREE A LITTLE
I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

16.

There is so much to be done and so little time to do it in.

17.

Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I just can't stop.

18.

In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat myself severa l times
to make sure I am being unders toad.

19.

What this country needs most, more than laws and political programs, is a
few courageous, tireless, devoted leaders in whom the people can put their
faith.

20.

No sane, normal, decent person could ever think of hurting a close friend
or relative.

21.

In a heated discussion I generally become so absorbed in what I am going
to say that I forget to listen to what the others are saying.

22.

It is better to be a dead hero than to be a live coward.

23.

While I don't like to admit this even to myself, my secret ambition is to
become a grea t man, like Einstein, or Beethoven, or Shakespeare.

24.

Nobody ever learned anything really important except 'through suffering.

25.

What the youth needs is strict discipline, rugged determination, and the
will to work and fight for family and country.

26.

The main thing in life is for a person to want to do something important.

27.

If given the chance I would do something of great benefit to the world.

28.

In the history of mankind there have probably been just a handful of really
great thinkers.

29.

An insult to our honor should always be punished.

30.

Sex crimes , such as rape and attacks on children, de serve more than mere
imprisonment; such criminals ought to be publicly whipped, or worse.

31.

There are a number of people I have come to hate because of the things
they stand for.

32 .

A man who does no t believe in some great cause has not really lived.

33.

It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal or cause that life
be comes meaningful.

34.

There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel a great
love, gratitude, and respect for his parents.

35.

Most of our social problems would be solved if we could somehow get rid
of the immoral, crooked, and feebleminded pe ople.

36.

Of all the different philosophies which exist in this world there is
probably only one which is correct.

-2-
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+l.
+2.
+ 3.

-1.

I AGREE A LITTLE
I AGREE ON THE WHOLE
I AGREE VERY MUCH

-2.
-3.

I DISAGREE A LITTLE
I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

37.

A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes is likely to be a
pret ty "wishy-washy" sort of person.

38.

To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous because it usually
leads to the betrayal of our own side.

39.

Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals and ought to be severely
punished.

40.

When a person has a problem or worry, it is best for him not to think.
about it. but to keep busy with more cheerful things.

41.

When it comes to differences of opinion in religion we must be careful
not to compromise with those who believe differently from the way we do.

42.

People can be divided into two distinct classes:

43.

The worst crime a person could coamit is to attack publicly the people
who believe in the same thing he does.

44.

Every person should have complete faith in some supernatural power whose
decisions he obeys without question.

45.

Some people ar e born with an urge to jump from high places.

46.

In times like these it is often necessary to be more on guard against
ideas put out by people or groups in one's own camp than by those in the
opposing camp.

47.

A group which tolerates too much differences of opinion among its own
members cannot exist for long.

48.

There are two kinds of people in this world:
and those who are against the truth.

49.

In times like these, a person must be pretty selfish if he considers
primarily his own happiness.

50.

Some day it will probably be shown that astrology can explain a lot of
things.

51.

My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to admit he's wrong.

The weak and the strong.

Those who are for the truth

52.

A person who thinks primarily of his own happiness is beneath contempt.

53.

Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth the paper they
are printed on.

54.

Wars and social troubles may someday be ended by an earthquake or flood
that will destroy the whole world.

55.

No weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have enough will power.

-3-
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+ l.
+2 •
+3.

56.

57.

-1.

I AGREE A LITTLE
I AGREE ON THE WHOLE
I AGREE VERY MUCH

-2.
-3.

I DISAGREE A LITTLE
I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

In this complicated world of ours the only way we can know what's going
on is to rely on leaders or experts who can be trusted;
It is often desirable to reserve judgment about what 1 s going

until

one has had a chance t o hear the opinions of those one respects .

58.

In the long run the best way to live is co pick friends and associates
whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's own.

59.

Most people don't realize how much our lives are controlled by plots
hatched in secret places.

60.

Human nature being what it is, there will always be war and conflict .

61.

Nowadays more and more people are prying into matters that should remain
personal and private.

62.

If a man is to accomplish his mission in life it is sometimes necessary
to gamble "all or nothing at all."

63 .

Unfortunately, a good many peop le with whom I have discussed important
social and moral problems don't really understand what's going on.

64.

Familiarity breeds contempt.

65.

Nowadays when so many different kinds of people move around and mix together so much, a person has to protect himself especially carefully
against catching an infection or disease from them.

66.

Most people just don't know what's good for them.

67.

The present is all too often full of unhappiness.
future that counts.

68.

The wild sex life of the old Greeks and Romans was tame compared to
some of the goings-on in this country, even in places where people
might least expect it.

-4-

It is only the

